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.- Purposefully repeated 25 years later, Aug.
23, 2014, another family photo was taken. On
its 175th anniversary,
the University of Missouri ushered in its
largest, most talented
freshman class. If
you attended and
want to tag yourself,
here's the link: tinyurl.
com/175photo.

Looking Up
On Sept. 19, 2014, theater Professor Clyde Ruffin narrated a spectacular show that lit up the
Francis Quadrangle night sky with a history of
the fire that claimed Academic Hall Jan. 9, 1892.
MU staff photographer Shane Epping, MA '08,
caught the image that graces this issue's cover. A
video of the event is yours for watching at mizzoumagazine.com. Marching Mizzou's halftime
show Sept. 20 also paced through the University
of Missouri's 175 years. Both events culminated
a weeklong celebration, the highlight of which
was the induction of Chancellor R. Bowen Loftin as MU's 22nd chief executive officer. Coverage begins on Page 20.
Anniversaries are a time to look back and look
forward. The two photos here - both by MIZZOU magazine photographer Rob Hill - do just

that by weaving together past and present.
The one at top was taken Oct. 28, 1989, the
Saturday morning of Homecoming. Front and
center in the photo is Donald W. Reynolds, BJ
'27, whose $9 million gift funded the Reynolds
Alumni Center.
Fast forward to the second one, taken Aug. 23,
2014, at Tiger Walk - sponsored by the Mizzou
Alumni Association - before fall semester began with its record 6,515 freshmen. See Page 10.
Hill was in a bucket of a boom truck 43 feet in the
air, the same height as the Columns. A few weeks
into the semester, a final $10 million gift from
Reynolds and his foundation was announced,
bringing its total giving to nearly $103 million.
See Page 28. History is in the making.
- Karen Flandermeyer Worley, BJ '73

Opinions expressed in this magazine do
not necessarily reflect the official position of the University of Missouri or the
Miuou Alumni Association. © 2014
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1 First Look
St. Louis Post-Dispatch photographer Laurie
Skrivan, BJ '95, covers the reaction to Michael

Brown's shooting in Ferguson, Missouri.
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Readers give it to us straight.

10 Around the Columns
Nuggets of news from across campus

11 Tiger's Eye
A new central-campu s stage honors Mizzou
traditions.

19 Data
Mizzou gets greener every day.

Get more MIZZOU online
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Thomas Jefferson's marble epitaph returned
to Columbia in September 2014 after spending more than six months at the Smithsonian
Institution in Washington, D.C., where it was
restored. Check out a photo slideshow of the
epitaph's journey from start to finish.

@)

The Kansas City Mizzou Alumni Association
chapter is co-sponsoring an event featuring Brian Burnes, BJ '76, author of Mizzou 175, a book
commemorat ing the university's 175th anniversary. Stop by at 6:30 p.m. Dec. g at the Kansas
City Public Library, 14 W. 10th St.

t Working in the attic of Jesse Hall, art
conservator Marianne
Russell Marti prepares
the marble tablet from
Thomas Jefferson's
original grave marker
for travel in February
2013 to the Smithsonian Institution in
Washington,
restoration.

o.c., for
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The University of Missouri lit up
the sky during a ceremony Sept.
19, 2014, to commemorate the
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t NBC broadcaster Gary Thompson interviews, from left, Kim Anderson, Willie Smith, Jim Kennedy, James Clabon and Scott Sims circa 1975-76 at
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Chancellor R. Bowen Loftin is installed as leader
of the University of Missouri as part of a week of

Donald W. Reynolds took a $22-a-month

Mizzou alumni are helping U.S. veterans mired
in the criminal justice system break the cycle.
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Events
December

Thanks fo1' W1'iting. You 1'esponded to stories about
students, mules and ene1'gy in the Fall 2014 issu e. W e
enjoy hearing f1'0rn rnade1's of MIZZOU magazine.
Keep reading and W1'iting.

20, Basketball Tigers vs.

Illinois, Mizzou Alumni

Baf.resblng to Read

Association spirit rally,
St. Louis

I read with interest your profile of Josey Herrera, "Seeing Josey" [Fall 2014, Page 24]. When
I attended Mizzou in the early 1990s, I found
that there were many other lesbian, gay, bisexual
and transgender people on campus. I knew of at
least one gay person in nearly every fraternity,
and freshman year there were five gay men on
my dorm floor. Too many people falsely believed
that sexual orientation was a choice rather than
an immutable characteristic, but overall Columbia was a bubble of tolerance and acceptance.
Since graduating, I have not, until now, seen this
diversity represented in the pages of MIZZOU
magazine. It is good to see the experiences of this
underrepresented minority included, just as every other conceivable group has been in the past.
I hope to occasionally see more stories covering
members of the Mizzou LGBTQ community in
the future. It is also refreshing to see that Josey
has been able to live life freely and authentically,
even if that hasn't always been easy. It appears
that things are certainly easier for many in the
community than they were 20 years ago. I wish
Josey the best, and I celebrate that we as Americans are slowly learning to embrace all of our
people for who they are.

mizzou.com
January
12, Geyer Award Recep-

tion, Jefferson City,
Missouri

mizzou.com
24, Steven Tharp, tenor,
Whitmore Recital Hall

music.missouri.edu
February
1·28, Black

History Month

diversity.missouri.edu
1,

deadline for Mizzou

Alumni Association
scholarship applications and Faculty-Alumni Award nominations

mizzou.com

n, Founders Day
mizzou.com

JEFF FOLDVIK, BJ '95
San Francisco

11, St. Louis Symphony,

Missouri Theatre

What's Neu?

concertseries.org

Regarding the article titled "Seeing Josey" [Fall
2014, Page 24], does this mean we can, one day,
expect to see the following choices on driver's licenses and other forms of personal identification
and registration? Male? Female? They? Encompass a space that is none of the above?

March
Mizzou Alumni Association governing board
nominations due

1,

mizzou.com
1, Traditions Plaza phase

MICHAEL J . MARTIN, MS '83, PHD '87
Amery. Wisconsin

II paver orders due

mizzou.com
4·6, Based on a True
Story: the Intersections of Documentary
Film and Journalism,
Reynolds Journalism
Institute

muconf.missouri.edu/
BOATS
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Bow About Those Males?
Is it time to rethink MU's choice of Tigers as the
official nickname for university, students and athletic teams? After reading your excellent "Mules
Rule" article [Fall 2014, Page 64], I wonder if we
may have a more appropriate moniker right in
our own backyard - er, make that "stable."
Sure, "Tigers" is colorful and has a nice ring for
those of an aggressive nature. On a recent trip to
the San Diego Zoo's Safari Park to see a new exhib-

MIZZOUMAGAZINE.COM

it and habitat for tigers, I felt a special thrill knowing that my wife and I shared a name with these
creatures of such "fearful symmetry," as the poet
[William Blake] put it - even though he spelled
it "tyger."
On the other hand, MIZZOU magazine itself
describes the Missouri mules as "steady, powerful, hardworking, loyal, sure-footed" creatures of
intelligence who are capable of analyzing situations accurately before reacting. Now, that's what
I want representing me!
Think of it: "Missouri Mules." Don't you just
love the way it rolls off the lips? Can't you hear it
being cheered on the football field as MU's team
demolishes the Alabama 11?
During my years at MU, I never saw a tiger although there were some stone lions at the JSchool. And I did hear of nocturnal sightings of
wolves at a wooded creek called the Hinkson.
It is time to give serious consideration to mules
as the official MU sobriquet. My wife, the former
Jackie Irene Ishmael, BJ '50, has been using the
term with my name for years, so I'm ready.
GERALD J. "JERRY"' BROWN, BJ '4 8
Fulle1"ton, California

Edito1''s note: The mule mascot has alrnady been
claimed about go miles down the 1'oadf1'0m Columbia
in Wm'1'ensbu1·g by the Univm·sity of Centml Missouri, the f01'1ne1' stomping g1'ounds of n ew Mizzou
men's baslwtball Coach Kirn Ande1·son (see sto1'y on
Page 42). The tige1' was chosen as MU's official mascot a1'ound 1890 and is derivedf1'0m the nickn ame of
a g1'oup of bmve Colurnbians who defended the town
and the univm·sity f1'0m possible attacks by gue1'1'illa
bands during the Civil Wa1'.

Males: Integral Role
I enjoyed "Mules Rule" [Fall 2014, Page 64]. Mules
were an integral part of southwest Missouri's zinc
and lead mining heritage. Without the mules moving the heavy ore cans long distances underground
to the shaft, the most prolific zinc story in the United States would never have been written. The miners laid rails underground so that mules could pull
a line of carts loaded with ore. Miners and mules
working in tandem became part of the daily routine.
When mules are discussed in Missouri, their
impressive role in southwest Missouri is seldom
mentioned. The fact is the mules were as important as dynamite, the shovels and the m en who
toiled underground - especially during the early
days of mining.
BRAD BELK, BA '78
Joplin, Missomi
executive director, Joplin Histo1ical and M ineral Museums Inc.

Twitter Buzz A bout

#Mizzou
@BrandonSplitter
One thing I Like about
Mizzou is that they
drill how we should
treat people equally
regardless of differences
#Onemizzou
@Kelsey_Dayton

Love that the ladies
I met @Mizzou 10
years ago and I still
get together every
year! #ladycation2014
# Mizzou #MizzouMade
#journalism
@Vivere_Bene

Mizzou alumna works
to end sex trafficking in
Kansas City.

So proud of this girl
[Jessica Kihn Mauderer,
BS BA '04] and others
Like her that dedicate
their time helping others. What a nice article
and great cause.

Missouri Mules
and Men

If you aren't in love with
@Mizzou's campus,
you're wrong.

Missouri mule exhibit
graces J-School.

@CrystalDMathews

Beautiful mule pictures, Draft mules have
always been my favorite, and it seems that
industry is declining.

Apparently wearing a
#Mizzou shirt in London
is quite the conversation starter!
@MK_ Burgess

SUE COLE

DEBRA GARDNER

MULES AND MORE MAGAZI NE
SENIOR EDITOR

t Professor emeritus of MU Extension education Duane

RAYMORE, MISSOURI

BLA ND, MISSOURI

Dailey photographed mules for more than 40 years.

Show Me the Memories
I read Milton Reim's letter regarding the obituaries in the Summer 2014 issue [Inbox, Page 7].
He said there were three alumni with BJs from
the 1952 class and that two were in the Navy. I believe one of these alumni was my father, Gerald
"Jerry" Smith. He was a former writer and editor
of the Missouri Showme humor magazine around
1949-50. This was such an important part of my
father's life. Most of the articles in the magazine
at that time were written by him. He was also a
member of the Mystical Seven.
Growing up, I heard so much about MU and
about Showme. As he said, "While my graduation
major was journalism, my dominating major was
'funny' - two years of Showme magazine." When
my brother and I were children, we spent a lot of
time looking through his beautifully bound volumes of the magazine at the old scenes from Co-

lumbia and laughing over the cartoons. It was a
given that I would attend MU when I graduated
from high school. My father talked about MU all
the time. It was one of the happiest times of his
life, and it was where he met my mother, art major
Marilyn McLarty, BA '51, of St. Charles, Missouri.
I would also like to mention that my father wrote
the history of Showme, and he was instrumental
in getting it posted online. It can now be accessed
on the University Archives website, tinyurl.com/
showmemag. All the magazines are there, with
contributions from every former staff member
that he could locate. He put a lot of hard work into
this, and we all benefit from it. An article about
his experiences at MU and about Showme can be
found in his former "Opinion Shaper" column of
the St. Charles suburban journal.
In the near future, I intend to donate his bound
copies of the magazine that he gave me sever-

Do not make a bet with
a Mizzou alum to be
at the gym at 6 a.m.
He will be there. And
he will send a selfie to
show you aren't.
@anna_howser

It's just so @Mizzou to
drive around campus
listening to Sheryl Crow
@julezz123
I would like to thank
Greek Town for forcing
me to learn and then per-

fect my parallel parking
@pamslerle
Met a park ranger
@Mizzou alumn in Yellowstone and we made
fun of my KU uncle
together. #mizzoupride
WINTER 2015
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March

Missouri
Stewdent

4·8, SEC Women's
Basketball Tournament
Little Rock, Arkansas

SYLVIA GUFFIN NOEL, BJ '57, MA '59

mutigers.com

Columbia

5·8, True/False

Coverage Disappoints

Film Fest

truefalse.org
11-15, SEC Men's
Basketball Tournament
Nashville, Tennessee

mutigers.com
13-14, Show-Me Opera,
Missouri Theatre

music.missouri.edu

Bitter Issue

15-23, Tourin' Tigers,
Caribbean

mizzou.com

t Mizzou alumnus Jerry Smith compiled memories from

21-29, Spring recess

staff members of Missouri Showme, the university's student
humor magazine, from 1946 to 1963. The materials can be
found at University Archives at tinyurl.com/showmemag.

April
11, Drew Holcomb and
The Neighbors

thebluenote.com
13, Chancellor's Concert,
Missouri Theatre

concertseries.org

and it was always such a treat to watch them on
stage. As a member of University Singers, I also
well recall that our concerts were given in the Memorial Union while Jesse's stage was not available
in the '50s. The old auditorium was more interesting architecturally than the present one.

al years ago to the Rare Book Collection at Ellis
Library. His original bound copies were lost, but
he was able to put together another bound version
with the help of many of the former editors and
MU students of that time.
LORI SMITH CAMPBELL, BJ '74, MA '88
Columbia

I was disappointed by the headline "Fracking Downside" [Fall 2014, Page 10], which implies judgment.
It's not a facts-based headline. Additionally, the short
brief - that one could argue deserved much more
in-depth coverage - buried the lede. Waiting until
the fifth sentence to say, "MU researchers recently
found that fracking for natural gas was associated
with contamination of ground water and surface
waters," that's your lede - and headline.
Separately, the brief included no details about the
study's scale or length of the research. Perhaps this
is a preliminary, limited investigation. In that case,
a brief might be warranted, but including that additional detail is crucial. And, if this is a large-scale
study, to minimize this research by top scientists at
the university is insulting to them and their work,
and lacks the journalistic integrity that I would expect from Mizzou.
While I understand that we live in a highly politicized era of blurring facts and opinions that frequently ignore scientific research, I would appreciate that
the top journalism school in the country still upholds
the standards for journalistic reporting with its alumni magazine, particularly in regards to inlportant
work by MU - a well-regarded research institution.
BECKY HOLT. BJ '93

17, Kansas City Tiger Ball

mizzou.com
May

14-23, Tourin' Tigers,
Southern Culture and
the Civil War

mizzou.com
15-17, Commencement

missouri.edu
15, Lighting of luminary
candles on Legacy Walk

mizzou.com
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Live From CoMo
As a native Columbian, I was delighted to read
about the early days of student theater performances [Spring 2014, Page 42]. During the late
'40s and through my undergraduate days at Mizzou in the mid-'5os, I attended many student
performances, including the 1947 production of
The Glass Menagerie mentioned in your story and
several other plays featuring Academy Awardwinner George C. Scott, Journ '53.
Throughout this period, the plays were mostly
performed in either the old or current Jesse Hall
auditorium. I don't remember where on campus
students performed during the construction of today's auditorium. What I do remember, however,
are a number of excellent performances, including Tennessee Williams' A Streetcm· Named Desire
and Summer and Smoke in the new auditorium. I
had several good friends who performed in them,

MIZZOUMAGAZINE.COM

Bu1·Lington, Vermont

Beadllne vs. Findings
I graduated from the MBA program at Mizzou in
December 2012. I am now studying petroleum engineering at Missouri S&T. I was disappointed in
the way you presented your article on "fracking"
[Fall 2014, Page 10].
My primary quibble is with the implication of the
headline versus the actual findings. The findings
{it seems) are closer to "Spilling Fracking Materials on the Surface Has a Downside." Your headline
seems to say that the negative findings were tied to
"fracking" and not industrial spills. However, you
have to read three-quarters of the article to realize
that the water contamination culprit is the spills of
associated materials and not "fracking" itself.
Most people who don't understand the "fracking" process believe that when a well is "fracked"

•'

0

¢

the hydrocarbons and "fracking" materials somehow leak through the rock and contaminate the
water table. A casual reading of your article supports the continuation of this premise. However,
the findings of the study only implicate industrial
spills (which no one supports and everyone already knows are damaging).
"Fracking" is a controversial issue, but the process has had a huge positive impact on the economy of the 2010s and increasingly gives the United
States a competitive advantage worldwide.
Safe application of "fracking" is, of course, important, and the industrial spills cited in the study do
need to be addressed. But to cite the findings as a
condemnation of"fracking" is not only incorrect but
also misleading. (By the standard your article used,
almost all industrial processes have downsides.)
In short, as this issue is debated in the public
forum, the country needs more careful (and fair)
analysis and less sensationalism.
Please do better in the future if you want your
magazine to uphold the standard of careful learning and analysis associated with the University of
Missouri.
MICHAEL SCHULT, MBA '12
Newburg. Missouri

Edit01"s note: Susan Nagel, associate professor of
obstetrics, gynecology and women's health at MU,
di7'ected the study "Est7'0gen and Androgen Receptor Activities of Hydraulic Fracturing Chemicals
and Surface and Ground Water in a D7"illing-Dense
Region," which was published in the 1'Bfereed journal
Endocrinology in Volume 155, Issue 3. "This was the
first study to test the hypothesis thatfracking contaminates wate1· with hormone-disrupting chemicals, and
we found a st7'Dng association," Nagel says.
In 2010, researchers collected water samples from
g7'0und and surface water sources in drilling-dense
areas of Gmjield County, Colorado. Samples were collected from five sites with distinct characteristics. The
sites had been directionally fractured to extract natural
gas, containedf1·01n 43 to 136 natural gas wells within
one mile, and had experienced a spill or incident related to natural gas drilling processes within the past
six years. Control sites were located in Gmjield County
without hnown incidents and with minimal drilling
activities, as well as in Boone County, Missou1'i, where
no d1'illing had tahen place. Samplesf7'0m spill sites in
drilling-dense a7'eas demonstrated high endocrine-disrupting activity that could interfere with humans' response to androgen and estrogen hormones. Spill-site
water samples showed moderate-to-high levels of endoc1'ine-diS1'Upting activity. Samples from the Colo1·ado
River - the drainage basin for this area - showed
moderate levels. Water f7'0m sites with little d1'illing in
Colo1·ado and f7'0m sites with no drilling in Missouri

showed low levels of endocrine-disrupting activity.
Many industrial activities carry some risk and
produce hazm·dous waste byproducts and materials.
Hydraulic fracturing (tracking) for natural gas and
oil presents three p1·imary concerns, Nagel says: First,
fracking, a productive way to liberate natural gas. results in flow back of millions of gallons of wastewater.
"While fracking only tahes weeks to complete, flow
back and wastewater can be producedfor the life ofthe
well, therefore,fraching results in millions ofgallons of
wastewate1~ " Nagel says. Second, "Thousands of preventable discharges of wastewater into surface water
occur every year," according to Skytruth.org. Third,
"Hydraulic fracturing is exemptedf7'0m hey parts of
the Safe Drinking Water Act, Clean Air Act and other federal regulations designed to lieep ou1' water and
air clean, with which almost all other industries must
comply. There is a great need to eliminate p7'eventable
discharges that release endocrine-disrupting chemicals, toxicants and carcinogens into water..,
With funding f1'Dm the University of Missouri and
crowd.funding, Nagel and colleagues are extending the
study to an analysis of 7nore than 50 sites in Garfield
County, Colorado, and will measure five types of hormone-disrupting activity.
A PDF of the study can be downloaded at medicine.missouri.edu.

Tradldons Endure
I am a 1969 Mizzou graduate, have a doctorate
from the University of Missouri- Kansas City and
am on the faculty at Park University. I was in
Paris doing a study abroad for Park this summer,
and as I was walking down a boulevard passed
a young man wearing a familiar black-and-gold
T-shirt. As we passed each other, I casually said,
"M-I-Z." Without missing a beat, the kid shouted back over his shoulder, "Z-0-U!" and kept on
walking. Small world. Some traditions carry on
no matter where you are.
For a multitude of reasons, Mizzou was the best
thing to ever happen to me as a young person.
MICHEL A. SPORTSMAN BS ED '69
Overland Parh. Kansas

Correction: MIZZOU magazine inco1·1·ectly spelled
the last name of the late Steven Gegg on Page 62 of the
Fall 2014 issue. We regret the error.
~ MIZZOU magazine welcomes your letters, which may

be edited for length, clarity, civility and style. Send your
letters and news to 407 Reynolds Alumni Center, Columbia, MO 65211; email mizzou@missouri.edu; or visit the
magazine's website, mizzoumagazine.com, where you'll
find instructions about submitting information online.

Quotes
"She loved the university as much as my
dad does, and that's
saying something."
SANDRA WALLACE, BA '81,
JD '84, the oldest daughter
of former Chancellor
Richard Wallace, remembers
her mother, former lirst
lady Patricia Wallace, an MU
advocate, who died Sept. 14,
2014, at 78.

"The power of peer
influence, of seeing
somebody else doing
something, that
power is huge. That's
an easy bandwagon
to jump onto."
DANICA WOLF, SSW '09,
MSW '10, coordinator of
the Relationship and Sexual
Violence Prevention Center,
on the center's Green Dot
bystander intervention program, which teaches people
how to take action against
sexual violence

"To prevent things
like Fergusonfrom
happening in the
future, people at
Mizzou need to help
others toward becoming just better people.
With the portrayal
of Mike Brown in
media, people need
to 1·eally learn more
about what's actually happening."
MU junior BYRON NORMAN
at a panel sponsored by MizzouDiversity to discuss the
shooting of Michael Brown
in Ferguson, M issouri

"I guess I didn't have
any bad habits. I
worked steadily and
faithfully. "
LOREN REID, professor

emeritus of speech and dramatic art, who turned 109
Aug. 25, 2014, on his secrets
to success

WINTER 2015
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RECORD-BREAKING FRESHMAN CLASS

Geology Camp Rocks
Geology major Jordyn
Cloud marvels at ripple
marks in rocks during a
mapping project at Camp
Branson, near Lander,
Wyoming.

t

Since 1911, students have traveled to MU's Camp
Branson Field Laboratory near Lander, Wyoming, to work on projects ranging from geological
mapping to hydrogeology, making it the longest
continuously run field camp in the nation. In 2014,
the program won the $10,000 Geological Society
of America/ExxonMobil Field Camp Excellence
Award. "What we do is directly applicable to the
jobs that are coming up for geologists," says camp
director Miriam Barquera-Molina. Junior geology
major Jordyn Cloud hoped practicing the handson science would expose her to the diversity of
the field. After using seismic imaging to uncover
subsurface faulting and water tables, Cloud was
offered an undergraduate research position with
geophysics associate professor Eric Sandvol this
year. "I knew this would help me find direction,"
says the Springfield, Missouri, native.

As a senior at Villa Duchesne high school in St. Louis,
Maggie Dorr could boast a 34 ACT score, 30 hours of
advance placement course work and a No. 1 rank in
her class. She was the sort of student that Harvard,
Stanford and Yale have on their radar. But in fall 2014,
she landed at Mizzou.
Family ties were a big draw. Father Danie l Dorr, BA
'81, and older sisters (Allison, BJ '13; Katie, a junior
journalism major) filled her in on Mizzou's appeal.
To boot, the freshman business major saw academic
opportunities at Mizzou that she didn't find at other
schools. Vanderbilt, she says, does not offer a business major for undergraduates, and Mizzou's Cornell
Scholars program offers leadership experiences starting freshman year.
Dorr, a Mizzou Alumni Association Legacy Scholar,
represents a couple of happy trends in the fall 2014
class, which rings in at a record-breaking 6,515. The
number of first-time freshmen declaring a major in
business is up 290 over the last year, the largest increase of all programs. And the largest increase in
ACT scores comes at the highest level, 30 and above,
enough to raise the average of the whole class.
Although applications from Missouri residents declined by 132 from 2013, due partly to the decrease
in high school graduates, 155 more Missouri students
took the plunge and came to Mizzou than were part of
the freshman class last year. The number of applications from nonresidents has increased by 1.424 since
2012, and this year's numbers of students are up for
Illinois (29) and Texas (32). About 59 percent of the
record class reside outside Missouri.

RECORD YEAR FOR FUNDRAISING
In fiscal 2014, MU raised a record $164.5 million, surpassing the previous mark
of $160.5 million set in 2008. The year's Largest gift, $10 million from the Donald
W. Reynolds Foundation, will enhance faculty salaries at the MU School of Journalism. To learn more ab1out the late Donald Reynolds, BJ '27, read the story on
Page 28.
"Private philanthropy and fund raising are vital to the educational and research
missions of the university, helping us support student scholarships and attracting and retaining top-notch teachers and researchers," says Chancellor R. Bowen
Loftin. "We have set a great precedent for fund raising as we prepare to move into
our new campaign.''
Richard G. Miller, BA '70, tri-chair of the One Mizzou comprehensive fund raising
campaign, says that reduced state support forces MU to rely more on private donations. "This record is both timely and a positive step forthe future," Miller says.
10 MIZZOUMAGAZl NE.COM

t In spring 2014, Maggie Dorr was No. 1 in her class at

Villa Duchesne high school in St. Louis. Now she is part of
Mizzou's record-breaking freshman class.

~ Learn more about

liiiP'

Traditions Plaza.

mizzou.com/traditionsplaza

TIGER'S EYE

Introducing Traditions Plaza
Just south of Jesse Hall sits the Mizzou Alumni Association's
latest contribution to the campus landscape. Traditions Plaza's outdoor stage is designed for concerts, movies, spirit rallies, classes and informal gatherings. The sale of the plaza's
13,348 inscribed bricks will pay for the $1 .5 million construction costs, and further sales could raise about $2 million more
for preserving Mizzou traditions. The plaza was dedicated
Oct. 24, 2014, as part of Mizzou's 175th anniversary.

A plaque in Tiger Circle
tells the story of how
Mizzou's Truman the
Tiger mascot originated.

Designers followed
water-runoff codes
and used waterpermeable bricks
in key spots.

Spirit flags fly
from brackets on
the back wall on
special occasions.

Families with multiple
generations of Mizzou
graduates are eligible
to buy bricks in Mizzou
Legacy Circle.

~
~

•

The plaza 1s
wired throughout for power for
events and for
Internet access.

The 70-foot-wide
stage includes
19 Mizzou traditions
etched in granite
tiles. A 100-year
time capsule buried
at center stage contains a list of graduates'
favorite traditions.

Seating is ADA-accessible
in front of the stage, midway up the slope and in
Legacy Circle. The amphitheater holds roughly
275 seats, and picnic-style
seating on the grass pushes
the total to about 1,000.
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Brand
Managers:
Mind Your
Logo's Color

Decod ing Drought
Growing up on a small beef cattle farm in Maryland, John Boyer knew a little something about
genetics. But it wasn't until he took a plant physiology and genetics course that he realized he
could do the same thing with plants. "That was
eye-opening," Boyer says.
In January 2015, Boyer will begin his appointment in the College of Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources as a distinguished research professor.
A National Academy of Sciences member, Boyer
is a plant physiologist internationally known for
his research on how water, or lack thereof, affects
growth, photosynthesis and reproduction in plants.
Boyer's interest in drought and grain losses also
started on the family farm. In 1954, a devastating
drought almost wiped out the herd. "It made a big
impression on me," he~says. His farming experience instilled in him a sense of independence and
self-reliance. "I found those things to be of great
value as a scientist. One of the things that comes
from that experience is an ability to accept failure
- [I've] had plenty of that during my career - but
you push on and try a different approach."
Boyer retired in 2005 from the University of
Delaware, where he discovered the chemistry of
how algae, a close relative to land plants, deal with
12 MIZZOUMAGAZINE.COM

limited water. He was t When National Academy
drawn back into aca- of Sciences member John
demia when offered a Boyer isn't researching at
chance to work with MU, he's managing the family
MU's Interdisciplinary fa rm in Maryland.
Plant Group, a community of nearly 60 researchers across MU's schools and colleges. ''Missouri
has a first-rate plant sciences program that I've
admired for many years," Boyer says.
Boyer will spend two months a year at Mizzou
researching how corn responds to drought and
participating in educational activities. During
the rest of the year, Boyer and his wife, Jean, will
manage the family farm in Maryland.

New research at MU
sheds light on how
color affects consumers'
perceptions of logos.
Jessica Ridgway, BS HES
'09, MS '11, PhD '14, now
an assistant professor
of health and human
sciences at Northern
Illinois University, created
logos in various colors
and asked 184 adults
how they felt looking at
each one. Turns out blue
logos evoked feelings of
confidence, success and
reliability; green logos
evoked environmental
friendliness, toughness,
durability, masculinity
and sustainability; and
red logos brought feelings
of expertise. Ridgway's
article, "A study on brand
personality: consumers'
perception of colors used
in fashion brand logos"
was published online Jan .
21, 2014, in the International Journal of Fashion
Design, Technology and
Education.

New Program to Train Autism Practitioners
Fall 2015 will see the launch of a new Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) Program in the Department of Health Psychology at the School of Health Professions. Graduate students will learn how ABA uses science-based methods
of applying positive reinforcement to improve behaviors in a range of settings, from people with autism to factory workers to executives. ABA is a
mainstay of autism treatment, and students will use it while working at MU's
Thompson Center for Autism and Neurodevelopmental Disorders, says associate professor Sungwoo Kahng, who directs the program. Kahng says the increased prevalence of autism creates a strong demand for ABA practitioners.

Watch the video created by the Missouri Students
Association to kick off a campaign to raise
awareness of sexual discrimination on campus.

mizzoumagazine.com/winter2015

Enough
is
Enough
Been

Medicine
to Install
New Dean

Beyond Chicken strips
from Beyond Meat have
been wowing food critics since their release
in 2012. Manufactured
in Columbia using a
process developed
by MU bioengineering professor Fu-hung
Hsieh and former MU
researcher Harold Huff,
BS Ag '74, MS '81, the
strips mimic the taste,
texture and mouthfeel
of the real thing. In
February, with a few
tweaks to the highmoisture extrusion
process, the company
released Beyond Beef,
which mimics ground
beef, and it plans to
introduce the patty-like
Beast Burger in February 2015. Beyond Meat
products are available
in roughly 6,ooo stores
nationwide, says Brent
Taylor, Beyond Meat's
co-founder and vice
president of corporate
development. Taylor
says to expect "a lot of
new products" in the
future and further expansion of the Columbia plant.

As of

ls This the

t Beyond Beef is the latest
alternative meat product
from Beyond Meat that
is based on technology
licensed from MU.

When U.S. Sen. Claire McCaskill, BA '76, JD '77, stopped at MU Oct. 7,
2014, to speak about sexual violence on college campuses, she commended University of Missouri System President Tim Wolfe, BS BA '80, for
his efforts to address the issue. "They are really working at this university
to change a whole lot about the process and procedures that surround
this issue, and I'm very proud of that," McCaskill said.
At the Oct. 2-3 University of Missouri Board of Curators meeting, the
curators approved Title IX changes to the university's Collected Rules
and Regulations that further strengthen MU's sex discrimination policy.
Highlights include clarifying that the university prohibits sex discrimination involving students, employees, volunteers and visitors and making
clear that any university employee, except those identified as a confidential reporter, who becomes aware of sex discrimination must report all
known information to the Title IX Office.
MU students are also taking a stand against sexual assault. The Missouri Students Association created the Enough is Enough campaign and
video. Led by Missouri Students Association vice president Matt McKeown, the video charges students to take action when they witness any
form of sexual discrimination and to stop making excuses, turning a
blind eye and accepting the status quo. The Enough is Enough campaign
also encourages students to take a pledge to intervene when they see sexual discrimination, proactively implement positive cultural changes on
campus and educate themselves about sexual violence prevention.

DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA In fall 2014, a program in the history
and political science departments launched to make political theory and history core components of the undergraduate curriculum. The Jack Miller Center
for Teaching America's Founding Principles and History and the Kinder Foundation , established by Richard, BA '66, JD '68, and Nancy Kinder of Houston,
partnered to support the Kinder Forum on Constitutional Democracy at MU.
The cornerstone of the program is an interdisciplinary minor in American Constitutional Democracy. The Kinder Forum will also support graduate students,
postdocs and faculty in studying American constitutional and democratic traditions. Justin Dyer, associate professor of political science, is the Kinder Forum director, and Jeff Pasley, professor of history, is the associate director.

Medicine has
a new dean,
Patrice Delafontaine, MD, a cardiologist, researcher and
educator. He comes to
MU from Tulane University, where he was chief
of cardiology.
Born in Alexandria,
Egypt, Delafontaine
earned his medical degree from the University
of Geneva in Switzerland.
He completed a research
and clinical fellowship
in cardiology at Harvard
Medical School and
Brigham and Women's
Hospital in Boston.
"The University of
Missouri has a sterling
reputation as evidenced
by its membership in the
Association of American
Universities," Delafontaine says. "The opportunity to seamlessly
integrate the education,
research and clinical
missions of the School of
Medicine and to grow a
strong, nationally recognized academic medical
center is very exciting."
The National Institutes of Health has
funded Delafontaine's
research for more than
18 years. In 2012, Delafontaine and colleagues
won a $20 million grant
from the National
Institutes of Health
to create a collaborative research initiative
dedicated to biomedical research , including
cardiovascular disease.
WINTEB2015 13

Faces of Franz Xaver
Intolerable stench? Stifled laughter? Gastrointestinal
discomfort?
Gaze at the extreme and sometimes comical faces of
Bavarian-born Austrian sculptor Franz Xaver Messerschmidt's "character heads," and you might be compelled to guess the visage-contorting sensation.
"The old story about him is that he was insane," says
Michael Yonan, associate professor of art history who
is writing a book on Messerschmidt. "Even though
scholars have challenged that idea, it persists."
Messerschmidt spent more than a decade pursuing conventional sculpture before his series of bizarre
busts appeared in 1770.
Yonan first observed the artist's work while studying
in Vienna, a city he has visited regularly since 1996. During the spring 2014 semester, he
served as a fellow in the Swedish
Collegium for Advanced Study in
Uppsala where he worked on his
book Making Messerschmidt: Designs for a Sculptural Project. He

Greener Pasture s
Skylab measures
pastures for more
efficient farming.

t

What do you get when you cross a tractor with a
stepladder? If you are John Lory, associate professor of plant sciences, you create Skylab, the
latest in mobile monitoring of pastures. With
a grant from the Natural Resource Conservation Service and support from MU's Division of
Plant Sciences, Lory's high-rider is fitted with
various sensors whose data soon could help
farmers manage their forages better.
Its height allows Lory to measure repeatedly during the growing season. In the past,
researchers had to harvest pastures or mount
sensors on tractors or ATVs, Lory says. "With
this machine, we can easily go over a study site
multiple times without having an impact on
the forage."
One sensor measures crop height and, with
repeated measurements, growth. Another measures leaf color, which signals the amount of allimportant nitrogen. A global positioning system
linked to the steering allows Skylab to revisit
exact coordinates repeatedly and measure any
changes.
Lory hopes similar systems will be available
to farmers in five years or less. He envisions a
time when farmers upload data from their forages into an online database that gives back customized advice on how much nitrogen fertilizer
they should apply. "That would be an invaluable
tool to have for our Missouri farmers."
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hopes to finish by the end of 2014 .
"I try to talk about [Messerschmidt] as an artist rather than
someone with a problem," Yonan
says. "There's an artistic project
here, and if you're looking at it
through the lens of his psychosis, then you're not appreciating
the art on its own terms."
-+Eighteenth century Bavarian-born
Austrian Franz Xaver Messerschmidt
sculpted funny faces.

SCIENCE TO ART Two MU images were among
scientific pictures and two culinary art experiences auctioned at the Kansas City Area Life Science Institute annual
meeting Sept. 9, raising $2 , 200. Proceeds benefit nonprofits
promoting science, technology, engineering and math education and art. One of the MU images, above, was a cathodoluminescence photomicrograph of quartz crystals near Dublin, Ireland , created by Kevin Shelton, professor of geological
sciences, in collaboration with Jay Gregg, professor at Oklahoma State University.

13

Industry-friend ly
Institution
MU changed its approach
to managing intellectual
property (IP) to promote
more collaboration with
for-profit companies that
sponsor research. The approach, implemented May
8, 2014, entails loosening
IP ownership policies to
allow for-profit companies
to own IP that springs
from research funded by
the company and MU to
retain publication rights
and the ability for investigators to use their work
for future research.
"This new approach is
anticipated to bring more
direct industry investment
in university research," says
Craig David, director of the
MU Office of Sponsored
Programs Administration.

Free Rides for True Tigers

One day in summer 2014, Charlie Koors was driving the Mizzou Alumni Association's golf cart on official business, and an idea popped into the head of the junior
agriculture major from St. Louis: "How cool would it be if we could give students
rides to class in the cart!" The "we" Koors refers to is True Tigers, a group of 5,862
student members of the association. His brainstorm soon morphed into True Tiger Taxi Tuesdays, one of the group's new recruitment and retention programs for
fall 2014. Other True Tiger programming includes handing out "Beat" T-shirts in
advance of four home football games and an initiative that pairs True Tigers with
MU graduates who volunteer as mentors. In 2014, a total of 50 such pairs corresponded by email, phone or in person about career-related topics. "We have
a lot of young alumni as mentors," says Aly Friend, BS '12, coordinator of student
programs for the association. "They really remember about the stress of interviews and first jobs."
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It was Mizzou's second national championship
in a team sport when the 1965 men's indoor track
and field squad took the crown and joined the 1954
baseball champions in the annals of Missouri athletics, but it was really another first.
Led by Tom Botts, MU's coach from
1947-72, the Tigers won the NCAA's inaugural national indoor meet in Detroit.
"If everyone can score, it adds up, and
you can come out on top," says Earl Denny
(Bentonville, Arkansas), BS Ed '70, former
long jumper and hurdler.
And score they did: Charles Brown {St. Louis),
BS Ed '67, in the 60-yard dash; the late Gene
Crews, BA '66, in the shot put; Steve Herndon
{Linn, Missouri}, BS HE '68, in the high jump; the
late Robin Lingle, BS EE '65, MS '66, in the 1,000yard run; and Denny in the long jump to push the
Tigers past runner-up Oklahoma State March 13,
1965, at Cobo Arena.
Back then, Missouri ran the cinder track in
Brewer Fieldhouse, and athletes churned up dust
to the ceiling. By winning the Big Eight in Kansas City, Missouri, Feb. 27, the squad punched its
ticket to the Motor City.
The 2015 season is the 5oth anniversary of the

national championship. Mizzou Athletics is still
determining how it will honor the team during
the indoor season, which begins Jan. 10, 2015,
in Columbia.
Rest assured homage will be paid to Botts, who
coached 48 individual conference champions in
track, 23 All-Americans, five national champions
and two Olympians during his time at Mizzou.

-+Charlie Brown
was the 60-yard
sprinter on Mizzou's 1965 NCAA
champion indoor
track team.

BrieDy
David Steelman, BA '75,
JD '78, of Rolla, Missouri,
was appointed to the University of Missouri Board
of Curators Sept. 26, 2014,
by Gov. Jay Nixon, BA '78,
JD '81. Steelman, who
served three terms in the
Missouri House of Representatives starting in 1979,
is managing and senior
partner at Steelman,
Gaunt and Horsefield.

MU is part of a $20 million National Science
Foundation study of how
climate variability affects
Missouri's agriculture,
ecology and society. The
five-year project includes
research; education in
science, technology, engineering and mathematics
(STEM); and workforce
development. All University of Missouri System
campuses are participating, along with the Donald
Danforth Plant Sciences
Center, Washington University, Lincoln University,
St. Louis Science Center
and St. Louis University.
In 2015, Mizzou's Department of Physical
Therapy celebrates the
soth anniversary of its
first graduating class.
Find an informal history of
the department compiled by Marilyn Sanford
Hargrove, BHS '65,
M Ed '78, EdD '87,
1
at tinyurl.com/
MUPThistory.
Ellen de Graffenreid,
formerly of Brandeis University, began work Sept.
2, 2014, as MU's vice
chancellor of marketing
and communications.
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Extreme Makeover: Greek Edition
One of Bruce McKinney's Delta Upsilon fraternity brothers set him up on a blind date with a
Delta Delta Delta girl, but something came up, so
her sorority sister Teresa Keith McKinney went
instead. "I was second fiddle," she says. But not
for long. The McKinneys married June 28, 1975.
Nearly 40 years later, the couple is leading the
capital improvements at their former fraternity
and sorority houses.
Both Bruce, BS BA '74, and Teresa, BS Ed '75,
were presidents of their undergraduate chapters,
but careers and children kept them from being
very active in Greek Life after graduation. When

son Chris McKinney, BA, BA '01, JD '08, came to
Mizzou, Bruce and Teresa felt a renewed sense of
Tiger pride.
Teresa joined the Tri Delta House Corp. board,
and Bruce became a Delta Upsilon alumni adviser. The couple recognized that their old stomping
grounds needed more than a little TLC - Delta Delta Delta was built in 1924 and Delta Upsilon in 1961.
"Both of us feel th at the essence of our experiences are mu ch more than bricks and mortar,
but you need to have a good living environment,"
Bruce says.
The biggest change to the Tri Delta house
is the west-side addition. "The dream of many
alumnae was to have a dining room that wasn't
in the basemen t," she says. Now the kitchen and
din ing hall - named Centennial Hall in honor of
th e chapter's 10oth birthday in April 2015 - are
on the first floor, and the basement has a library,
study and craft spaces.
Delta Upsilon started over completely, demolishing the old structure and constructing a house
th at doubles th e above-ground floor space to nearly 25,000 squ are feet and adds more than 12,000
square feet of space below ground for parking,
storage and laundry. Both houses will also be upgraded with fire-safety sprinkler systems as mandated by th e city of Columbia.
When the McKinneys aren't working on the
housing projects, Bruce is chief financial officer
of Community Blood Center of Greater Kansas
City, and Teresa is a part-time teacher in the Blue
Valley School District. The couple lives in Overland Park, Kansas.
Miuou alumni Bruce and Teresa McKinney lead
Greek house capital improvements at their former
fraternity and sorority houses.

+-

PATENTLY OBSESSED Good luck to any company that wants to see if a
new product will run afoul of any of the 4 million active U.S. patents.
"It's hard to tell what's been patented and if the patent is valid," says Dennis
Crouch, associate professor in MU's School of Law. "You can't know for sure."
Some patents are overly broad, and applications are organized in a way that's
difficult to see what theytcover, Crouch says. He estimates companies can be about
80 percent sure a new product won't violate a patent - a recipe for expensive, unnecessary legal battles. This lack of transparency is the focus of Crouch's research
and outreach. In 2011 and 2013 he testified before Congressional subcommittees
on the topic and for 10 years has written the patent blog PatentlyO.com, which
has a readership of 30,000. His suggestions: require more information from applicants to make clearer what each patent would cover, reorganize applications
to make them easier to search, make a public database of patent enforcement
attempts so small businesses can see where litigious areas are and give competitors a chance to object to patent applications earlier in the process.
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Delta Delta Delta
Location: 901 Richmond Ave.
Renovation start:
Summer 2013
Completion: Summer 2014
Estimated cost: $3 .3 million
($850,00 from donations)

Delta Upsilon
Location: 711 Tiger Ave.
Construction start:
June 27, 2014
Expected completion:
August 2015
Estimated cost: $6 million
($3 million from donations)
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Hear Mizzou national champion wrestler
J'den Cox's approach to being successful
on the wrestling mat as well as in life.

mizzoumagazine.com/winter2015

Scoreboard
200 - Wins at Mizzou
for soccer Coach Brian
Blitz aft;er the Tigers beat
Montana 4-3 Sept. 12,
2014, at Walton Stadium.
Blitz, in his 19th year
coaching the Tigers, is
now at 206 wins at MU
and at press time stood
44 wins away from 250 in
his head-coaching career.

Meteoric Tiger
At 19 years of age, J 'den Cox might be a bit young
to be dispensing advice about success.
But take one look at the Mizzou sophomore
wrestler's record over the past five seasons 205-3 with four Missouri state championships at
Hickman High School and 38-2 with an NCAA
championship as a true freshman - and you
might listen up.
It's not so much that Cox despises losing, it's
that he doesn't even consider it.
"'You are great,'" says Cox, outlining his prematch state of mind. " 'You've done everything
you need to do to prepare. Never stop wrestling.' I
feel like I have that mentality all the time."
Cox enjoys breaking down his psychology,
which might be why he chose it as his major. He
credits mental discipline for guiding him through
a 2-1 victory against Ohio State's top-seeded Nick
Heflin for the 197-pound NCAA title March 22,
2014, in Oklahoma City. It's the 14th time in the
NCAA Championship's 84-year history a true
freshman has been crowned national champion,
and Cox expects to make it four straight titles by
the time he graduates from Mizzou.
As Cox begins his sophomore season ranked
No. 1 in his weight class, the All-American anchors a stout squad ranked No. 7 by Wrestling
Insider Newsmagazine headed into the 2014-15
campaign. Two-time All-American Drake Hou-

dashelt (O'Fallon, Mis- t Columbia native
souri), All-American Alan J'den Cox won the
Waters (Kansas City, Mis- 197-pound NCAA
souri) and Joey Lavallee championship as a
(Reno, Nevada) are other true freshman
March 22 , 2014,
Tiger wrestlers to watch.
in Oklahoma City.
"Our goal is to win our
fourth straight conference title and be on the podium as a team at the
NCAAs," says head Coach Brian Smith. "I really
enjoy the personality of this team. Their approach
to practice and training has been very focused,
but they are doing it because they love it."

STROKE AWARDS In

2014, University
Hospital's Missouri Stroke Program won two national awards for its speedy, high-quality care. The
Stroke Gold Plus Performance Achievement Award
recognizes hospitals that comply with national
quality measures for 12 consecutive months. The
second award, Target: Stroke Honor Roll, highlights care for patients having clot-related strokes.
A key goal is to give patients clot-dissolving medication quickly. "Because time lost can mean brain
lost, our stroke team is consistently on site within
eight minutes of being activated," says Niranjan
Singh, MD, who directs the stroke program.

200 - Wins at Mizzou
for volleyball Coach
Wayne Kreklow, M Ed
'97, after the Tigers
swept Auburn Oct. 10,
2014, at the Hearnes
Center. It was the 12th
consecutive SEC home
victory for Missouri and
the 243rd combined
win for Wayne and wife
Susan Kreklow, who is an
assistant coach. Wayne,
a former assistant
coach, and Susan, who
employ a co-op coaching philosophy, switched
titles in 2005 to allow for
more family flexibility.

7 - Combined punts
and kicks returned
for touchdowns in the
career of red shirt senior
running back Marcus
Murphy (DeSoto, Texas).
With a pair of special
teams scores in Mizzou's
42-13 road victory against
Florida Oct. iB, 2014,
Murphy surpassed former two-time All-American Jeremy Maclin.
WINTER 2015 1 7
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DEGREE OF POPULARITY
When the Truman School of Public Affairs Launched
its online master of public affairs program with university startup funds in January 2014, the school
initially hoped to build enrollment to 20 students
within two years to make the program sustainable.
"We figured, if we built it, they would come,"
says Dean Barton Wechsler. "Boy, did they come."
The first cohort of the 33-credit-hour program
numbered 29. By August 2014, with a third cohort
starting, enrollment was 55. Wechsler says the new
goal is to reach 100 students within two years.
Wechsler attributes the popularity to the school's
reputation (No. 33 according to U.S. News & World
Report) and the program's high quality and low
cost ($13,210 to complete the degree).

Mentoring It Forward
t MU senior Chanell
Washington demonstrates a graduate
student's ability to pull
information from an array
of sources to inform her
research, says mentor
Nicole Campione-Barr,
professor of psychological sciences.

Chanell Washington finished speaking to the
hotel conference room full of undergraduate researchers and faculty members, stepped away
from the microphone, and sat down. That's when
she knew.
She could do this.
The psychology major from Chicago had just
given a talk about her research on paternal and
romantic relationships among female emerging
adults at the 2014 McNair Scholars conference,
and she felt great. "I got a high after that," she says.
Washington, now a senior, came to Mizzou
wanting to go into psychological therapy, but after
joining the research lab of Nicole Campione-Barr,
associate professor of psychological sciences, during
her sophomore year, she found she loved research.
"With therapy, you help individuals," she says.
"But research gets distributed more broadly. I
want to make a [bigger] impact."
Washington is the kind of student CampioneBarr hopes for. Having been a psychology undergraduate at Mizzou herself, Campione-Barr, BA
'99, had been inspired while working in the lab
of Charles Borduin, professor of psychological
sciences. "I loved the way he incorporated his
undergraduates into the lab," she says. "It opened
my eyes to how things would be [when I was] in
graduate school."
She draws on that example in her own lab. "I
try to find a way to connect with students on a
personal level to find out what they want and then
try to find as many ways as I can to help them get
there," says the 2014 recipient of MU's Outstanding Undergraduate Research Mentor Award.
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CONVERTING SKEPTICS
The stock market swoon of 2009 has left an indelible
impression on young adults. Recent survey data from
Bankrate.com show that adults age 18 to 29 have a
far greater-than-average preference to invest in cash
(savings accounts) and a lower-than-average preference for stocks.
A group of MU business students turns that trend
on its head every semester.
The Investment Fund Management (IFM) class, led
by Michael O'Doherty, assistant professor of finance
at the Trulaske College of Business, allows a group of
10 MBA students and five undergraduates to manage
a $1.5 million endowment.
Each semester, students analyze the position the
previous group left them, using industry and stock
analysis tools to decide which companies and market
sectors they should sell and which they should add
to. It's real-world experience in a classroom setting.
"I am doing almost exactly at Shelter Insurance what
I was doing at the IFM," says Ben Becker, BS BA '13, a
second-year MBA student who works in Shelter's investment division.
"A lot of people my age, when they think about the
stock market, they think about 2009, and that creates an overly skeptical attitude," Becker says. "IFM
has enabled me to take a long-term view. It's reduced
my skepticism to a healthy level."

DATA

Squar e Foot Stewar dship
The 2012 launch of a biomass boiler at Mizzou's power plant is just the latest high-profile campus
effort to move the university toward its goals of strong fiscal and environmental stewardship.
Some initiatives emanate from MU's administrators, and others bubble up from students.

greenhouse gas
emissions reduction per
square foot since 1990

: 201 3
Mizzou opens its first Goldcertified LEED building, the MU
Health Care Patient Care Tower.

orate Mizzou's 175th anniversary

th

t

place (out of 461 schools) in the grand
champion category of the eight-week
recycling competition RecycleMania in
2014; MU climbed 147 spots from 2013.

trees growing on 735 acres of
developed landscape, including
175 planted in 2014 to commem-

increase in compost from MU
dining halls from 2012 to 2013

checkouts of Mizzou Bike
Share's 20 bicycles du ri ng
the 2013-14 school year

savings si nee the
Energy Conservation
Program started in 1990

kilowatt-hours of windgenerated energy Mizzou
purchased in fiscal 2014,
enough to power 1,916
homes for a year

~2,987
pounds of tomatoes, onions and
other fruits and veggies Tigers for
Community Agriculture sold to
Campus Dining Services and the
University Club in 2013
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CHANCELLOR INAUGURATION

hancellor R. Bowen
Loftin was inaugurated as the 22nd chief
executive officer of
the University of Missouri in stellar fashion
Sept. 18, 2014, at the
Missouri Theatre. Loftin joined MU Feb. 1,
2014, after retiring as
president of Texas A&M the prior year.
The afternoon installation ceremony included
a procession of 324 MU faculty and delegates
representing colleges and schools from across
the nation, an aria performed by two students,
the premiere of a wooden ceremonial mace, and
Bowen and Karin Loftin waving to well-wishers
from a black show wagon pulled by the Missouri
Mule Team, Tim and Terry.
The installation was part of a week of events
celebrating MU's 175th anniversary. Pulitzer
Prize-winning author Jon Meacham kicked
things off with a lecture on Thomas Jefferson
and higher learning, and throughout the week,
symposia on topics such as the merits of a liberal
arts education were held. Friday evening was
a light show that used the Columns on Francis
Quadrangle as its canvas to depict the fiery end
of Academic Hall and its aftermath.
Yet the defining moment, the one that
summed up and underscored the week's aspirations, was Loftin's installation speech. In academic regalia and wearing the Jefferson medallion, Loftin spoke of his upbringing in a pinprick
Texas town, of being a first-generation college
student, his reliance on academic scholarships
and his 40 years in higher education. He praised
MU's rise in scholarship offerings and first-generation students but also challenged the campus
community to think about a long-term vision
commensurate with the greatness he sees at the
institution.
"I am perfectly confident that Mizzou will
become, in 25 years and beyond, the standard,"
Loftin said. "We will be the one that institutions
seek to be like."

The Installation
The event began with a midafternoon procession under a patchy blue sky. Loftin, delegates
and faculty wearing academic robes marched
almost single file from the Reynolds Alumni
Center to the Missouri Theatre, crossing Francis Quadrangle in front of the Columns. A mild
breeze curled the edges of a huge black-and-gold
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anniversary banner strung from the north porch
of Jesse Hall.
Interim Provost Ken Dean led the group carrying a mace, a ceremonial staff used in formal
academic events since the Middle Ages. MU's
mace was created this year by campus employees and students and funded by the Mizzou
Alumni Association.
About 50 delegates represented institutions
that are, like MU, members of the Association of
American Universities. Among the schools represented were Harvard, Princeton, Vanderbilt
and Brandeis. The procession arrived at the Missouri Theatre to join an audience of elected officials, directors of academic associations, embassy
representatives, One Mizzou Campaign Cabinet
members, Jefferson Club trustees, and MU students and employees.
Two School of Music students performed
"Shannon's Aria'' from the Corps of Discovery, an
opera co-commissioned by MU that premiered

+-Previous spread: Interim
Provost Ken Dean, carrying the
mace, leads the procession .
Immediately behind him are Tim
Wolfe, University of Missouri System president, and Don Downing, UM Board of Curators chair.

t Top, clockwise: The procession
started at the Reynolds Alumni
Center, crossed Francis Quadrangle and culminated at the
Missouri Theatre. • For R. Bowen
Loftin, it was his third installation
in io years. • Loftin shares a laugh
with son Ben in the mule wagon . •
From left are John Murray, senior
director of auxiliary and service
operations and a contributor to
the mace's creation; W. Dudley
Mccarter, JD '75, Mizzou Alumni
Association president; and Todd
Mccubbin, M Ed '95, association
executive director.
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t Singer Brandon
Browning, BS Ed '12,
and pianist Jenna
Braaksma, MM '14,
both School of Music
graduate students,
performed at the installation ceremony.
-+The Columns on Francis Quadrangle were
the canvas for a light
show that concluded a
weeklong 175-year anniversary celebration.

in 2003. Professor Emeritus John Cheetham
wrote a composition for the event that was played
by the Mizzou Wind Ensemble Brass.
During remarks, Tim Wolfe, BS BA 'Bo, president of the University of Missouri System, alluded to the challenges MU has faced since Loftin's arrival, such as Title IX issues. Through it
all, Loftin has shown "careful composure" and
"stellar guidance," Wolfe said. Then, he and Don
Downing, BS BA '79, JD '82, chair of the University of Missouri Board of Curators, presented
Loftin with the Jefferson medallion, first given
to Chancellor Emeritus Brady J. Deaton in 2004
to be worn at commencement ceren10nies and
other formal occasions.
"I hereby vest in you the power and obligations
of the office that is signified with the Jefferson
medallion that we now place around your neck,"
Wolfe said.
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The Vision
The installation was Loftin's third. His first was
in 2005 as chief executive officer of Texas A&M's
branch campus in Galveston. In 2010, he was installed as A&M president after serving as interim
president since June 15, 2009.
Installation ceremonies have been held at colleges and universities for hundreds of years. They
are a public announcement that a university has
a new leader and at their best send a message to
the broader world about the institution's history,
successes and vision. Loftin spoke of all three in
his address, "Looking Forward to 200."
The chancellor praised MU's enrollment of firstgeneration students and pointed out that 25 percent of the 2014 freshman class is first-generation.
He was proud of the fall semester's 35,441 students,
the most in MU's history, for their hard work and
pursuit of MU's core values of responsibility, re-

8

Watch a video documenting the making
of Mizzou's ceremonial mace funded by
the Mizzou Alumni Association.
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The Making
of a Mace

spect, discovery and excellence.
"We owe it to our students to make sure that
they are put first," Loftin said. "It's all about the
students."
He spoke of MU's cutting-edge r esearch and
how the university has become a $2.1 billion globally competitive higher education institution. But
h e also said that too often the university emulates
other public institutions in the Association of
American Universities. MU needs to forge its own
path, Loftin said. "Let us band together and define
the future we w ant."
In an interview later in his office, he expanded on
the idea. "Why do we want to say these [institutions]
are aspirant peers, that we want to be like them ?
Why not turn it around?" he said. "I want Mizzou to
stand tall and be an institution that others look to for
guidance and leadership."
At the end of his address, Loftin announced he

was creating a steering committee of faculty, staff,
students, alumni and retirees to imagine what
the university could and should be on its 2ooth
birthday in 2039. Each representative would lead
a group of peers. For example, the student body
president would lead and ask for input from undergraduate students. The chancellor asked for a
r eport by April 2015 to be submitted to the UM
Board of Curators.
"It is you who will play a role in creating the
future that we can define today," Loftin told the
audience.
After the ceremony, Bowen and Karin Loftin, son Ben and Karin's brother, Gary Cibula,
boarded the College of Veterinary Medicin e's
Mule Team wagon for a ride to Memorial Union's
Stotler Lounge for a reception. The four riders exchanged smiles and waves with passers-by along
the winding route. M

Ceremonial maces
in higher education go back to
the Middle Ages.
A bearer carries one during
processions at
graduation ceremonies and other
fo rmal events.
Most higher education institutions
own one. For 174
years, the University
of Missouri did not.
This year, MU
employees and
students crafted a
mace that made its
premiere at Chancellor Loftin's Sept. 18 ,
201 4, inauguration.
The mace combines
the old and the new.
Its wood is from a
beam from Switzler Hall, the oldest
academic building on
campus. Its fou r brass
medallions and cap,
representing the Jesse
Hall dome and spire.
were produced using
computer technology and a 3-D printer,
courtesy of the College
of Engineering. Etched
on the medallions are
MU's academic seal
and representations
ofThomas Jefferson,
the Columns and the
Memorial Union tower.
The Mizzou Alum ni
Association funded the
mace's creation.
"Maces are symbolic
of the institution they
represent,'' Loftin says.
"And now we have one
which will last hundreds of years."
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Read about two more researchers in the College of
Veterinary Medicine whose work in animal genetics is
building the college's reputation for translational medicine.
mizzoumagazine.com/winter2015

RESEARCH

Pet Detective
MU's College of Veterinary Medicine is, as one expects, all about how to better breed and feed food
animals and care for companion animals. But the college is also building its reputation for translational medicine. Its stable of genetics researchers has a lot to say about human health and treating
human diseases. Story by Erik Potter • Illustration by Jen Lobo
It starts like a stale joke. What do you call a blind, epileptic
dog that walks into a veterinary clinic?
For Gary Johnson, associate professor of veterinary pathobiology, there isn't just one answer. Such a dog is a mystery, a
research opportunity, an adventure, a chance to improve the
lives of both dogs and people. In short: It's his life's work.
Just such a canine arrived at the MU Veterinary Medical
Teaching Hospital in summer 2014, piquing Johnson's interest. Johnson is part of a team of clinicians and researchers in
the College of Veterinary Medicine; the College of Agriculture,
Food and Natural Resources; and the School of Medicine that
finds cures and treatments for neurological diseases that affect
animals and humans.
Johnson has used whole-genome sequencing to discover
more disease-causing mutations in dogs than all the other laboratories combined, says collaborator Martin Katz, professor of
ophthalmology in the School of Medicine.
Johnson's work begins after veterinary hospital clinicians
find a dog with a compelling genetic disease and after the
symptoms have been studied and described. His job is to uncover the genetic cause of the illness.
"I could have retired five years ago with full benefits," Johnson says. "But I'm having too much fun."
Johnson is a genetic sleuth. If you likened the genome to a city
street map, his job would be to discover the exact house and the
room the bad guy sleeps in with just a few street names as clues.
And if Johnson is inclined to see every pooch and pup as
a string of DNA base pairs and polynucleotides, it's because
he has already cracked the genetic code of 11 canine maladies,
including neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis, a neurodegenerative
disorder; Fanconi syndrome, a kidney disorder; and parOJ,..'YSmal dyskinesia, a condition responsible for abnormal movements and posture.
Once Johnson identifies the mutation, others develop treatments to cure or alleviate it.
''All the diseases we've found so far have had human counterparts," Johnson says. In other words, treatments developed
for dogs might also help humans.
The process works like this: Our blind, epileptic dog is taken
to the veterinary hospital. The clinician recognizes the dog as
an important case and tells Johnson, who has DNA from the
dog's blood sample sent to MU's DNA Core Facility for genome
sequencing. There, using commercial software, Bob Schnabel,
research associate professor of animal sciences, identifies every variant on each of the animal's genes. With 20,000 genes

and multiple variants for each, that list can reach into the
millions. Schnabel filters the findings to yield only variants
in genes that could possibly cause the condition in question,
which normally cuts the list to around 60,000.
The list goes to Johnson, who consults his canine DNA database and rules out variants that are missing from similarly
diseased dogs or that appear in healthy dogs. This cuts the
list to about 60 variants, perhaps five of which have been associated with the disease type being investigated. Then Johnson heads to the lab and runs assays on the DNA of other
dogs with and without the disease to verify that they do or
don't have the same variant as the dog they just sequenced.
"If only the affected dogs have the variant ... then that's our
proof," he says.
Once Johnson identifies the disease's genetic cause, the action moves to researchers to develop treatments. Collaborators
include Joan Coates, professor of neurology and neurosurgery,
small animal medicine, and surgery in the College of Veterinary Medicine, and Katz.
For 20 years, Johnson and Katz have worked on Batten disease. A degenerative neurological condition, the disease affects
both dogs and people. The mutations that underlie Batten disease prevent the normal breakdown and removal of waste products in neural cells. The waste gradually accumulates and impairs neurological function. The disease is almost always fatal.
When Johnson and Katz started their research, only three
forms of Batten disease were recognized in people. Today, scientists recognize many forms, each caused by mutations in at
least 13 genes. Johnson and Katz have identified mutations in
eight of those genes in dogs with Batten disease.
Dogs with these mutations can serve as models for the corresponding human disorders. Using one of these dog models,
Katz is developing two treatments for Batten. One involves
bimonthly injections of functional waste-disposal enzymes
into the cerebrospinal fluid. Neural cells take up the enzymes,
which can restore some waste-disposal function and blunt the
progression of the disease. Based on success with the dog studies, human trials are underway. The second, less-developed
method involves inserting a normal form of the waste-disposal
gene directly into the cells of the brain.
Katz is effusive in his praise of his colleague. Johnson is an
unassuming, avuncular man. He will never tell you how otherworldly good he is at what he does, Katz says.
"He's brilliant," he says. "He's humble, but believe me - he's
brilliant." M
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CoDlpoanded
GenerositJ'
In the mid-192os, a college student of modest means received a $22-a-month
scholarship to attend the University of Missouri. Compounded by nearly 70
years of hard work and a relentless drive to succeed, that $22 turned into more
than $100 million for Donald W. Reynolds' alma mater through donations from
his foundation to programs, buildings, faculty and students. Story by Erik Potter

S

weaty and sticky from a taxing shift of
stunning steers and pulling a carcass
truck, the high schooler could have
climbed into his own Model T and driven home. Most teenagers would have. But after
work, he smelled like a meatpacking plant, and
he'd invested too much in his coupe to sully its
interior. So every day after school, Don Reynolds
prevailed upon his younger sister to drive him to
and from work so he could ride on the car's outside running board and avoid fouling the car.
It was the early 1920s, decades before his generosity would begin to remake the University
of Missouri, but Reynolds already displayed the
hard work and tenacity that would take him from
humble Oklahoma City beginnings to a national
media magnate.
Donald Worthington Reynolds, BJ '27, was born
in 1906. His father, a traveling wholesale grocery
salesman, was home only on weekends. Growing
up, he was close to his sister, Lois, often taking her
for a cup of cherry phosphate and a movie on Saturday afternoons. Thus begins Donrey Media: A
Low-Pro.file Group, an undated and unpublished
account of his life commissioned by Donrey Media
Group and written by the late William H. Taft, professor of journalism at MU. It contains a trove of information about Reynolds' youth and business life.
Reynolds' industriousness was evident early.
At age 14, he was the best street salesman for the
local Oklahoma News. He bought the newspapers
for a half cent each and sold them for a penny. He
was so good at it that Ray Fields, then a relatively
green managing editor, consulted Reynolds about
which potential Page 1 stories would sell best.
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In high school, Reynolds helped establish his
school's first student newspaper. By senior year,
he was the business manager, an experience that
later served him well as an advertising major at
the Missouri School of Journalism.
While in college, Reynolds held several odd
jobs, including waiting and busing tables, selling
and placing ads, and helping dig out what eventually became Memorial Stadium. During summers
he returned home to work 60 hours a week at the
slaughterhouse for 34 cents an hour to save for tuition. As a student assistant for advertising Professor E.K. Johnston, Reynolds received the Eugene
Field Scholarship. At $22 a month (about $300 in
2014 dollars), it paid the same as 65 grueling hours
at the meatpacking plant. He traded up to a newer
Model T, but he was no spendthrift. He was known
at MU as "the boy with patches on his pants."
Patches or no, "the boy" could sell. By his junior
year, as business manager for The Savitar, he sold
enough ads to pay that year's production costs and
leave a $700 surplus for the 1927 edition.
What Reynolds saved on trousers, he socked
away for his future.
He graduated with a few hundred dollars to
his name, which helped him through a rough
few months that saw him fired from two newspaper advertising jobs, one with the Kansas City
Journal-Post and the other with the Indianapolis
Times. He kept in touch with his professors to find
employment leads. On a three-day trip over dirt
roads from Indiana to Texas to start yet another
job, this time at the Austin American-Statesman,
Reynolds vowed never to be fired again.
In Austin he made a career-changing connection with Charles Edward Marsh, the paper's

PROFILE

+A Savitar illustration
trumpets Donald W.
Reynolds' election as
"King of the Campus"
for 1927. Accompanying
text describes how "our
hero" won the office
"on a basis of merit on
record" and listed his
extracurricular activities "so they may prove
an inspiration to future
candidates."
Reynolds rides with
Marguerite Rogers
and Truman the Tiger
as grand marshal of
the 1988 Homecoming
celebration.

co-publisher and editor-in-chief. Marsh noticed
Reynolds because he always seemed to be in the
newsroom. That's because he was. By day, Reynolds worked as an advertising salesman and by
night as a reporter to earn extra income.
In Marsh, Reynolds found a partner in various entrepreneurial efforts. Using his college
savings and a loan against his car, he bought a
minority share in a photo engraving shop with
Marsh. Later, he bought his own stake in another
photo engraving business in Oklahoma City. By
hustling more than his established competitors
- Reynolds and his staff cold-called potential
clients daily - Reynolds was able to boost sales
and sell his third of the business two years later
for a $10,000 profit.
From there, Reynolds went on to acquire many
newspapers, some with Marsh, some on his own.
He bought the first paper that would become part
of the Donrey Media Group in 1940. He later added radio and television stations, and cable television and outdoor advertising companies, eventually owning more than 100 properties.
Through it all, Reynolds never lost touch with
Mizzou.
For decades, he kept the four Savitar volumes
he worked on at his
Donrey executive office in Las Vegas. He
credited his business
success to the education he received from
Mizzou. He also was
involved in the Mizzou Alumni Association and occasionally
flew back to Colum-
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bia for football games and Jefferson Club dinners.
Tom Schultz, BJ '56, former president and executive director of the association, first met Reynolds as a volunteer in the late 1960s or early 1970s.
"His love was for the alumni association," Schultz
says, and Reynolds had a close friendship with the
late Guy "Bus" Entsminger, BS Ed ' 49, M Ed '50.
In the late 1980s, three MU officials traveled to Hot Springs, Arkansas, to ask Reynolds
for his first major gift to MU. The trio included
Entsminger, who had retired as vice chancellor
for alumni relations and development and was
serving as director of MU's Graham Center for
Estate Planning; then-Chancellor Haskell Monroe; and Roger Gafke, BJ '61, MA '62, then-vice
chancellor of development, university and alumni relations.
At the time, the alumni association was housed
in a building adjacent to A.L. Gustin Golf Course,
southwest of campus. Reynolds, who had received
the association's distinguished service award in
1980, wanted to see a new alumni center built in the
heart of campus. Monroe asked him to give $9 million to make that happen.
But first, Reynolds wanted to have a little fun.
Gafke remembers that Reynolds sat silent for a
moment after Monroe's presentation. "We could
support that," he finally said. "Nine hundred
thousand dollars isn't so much."
The MU men's hearts caught in their throats.
Fred Smith, a longtime top Donrey lieutenant
and chair of the Donald W. Reynolds Foundation,
tapped his boss on the shoulder. "Mr. Reynolds,
that's 9 million."
"Oh, yes!" he said. "We can do that."
The Donald W. Reynolds Alumni Center was
dedicated in 1992. Reynolds was confined to a
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wheelchair later in life, and according to foundation President Steven Anderson, the dedication ceremony was the last time Reynolds stood,
singing the alma mater, a tear running down
his cheek.
That alumni center gift changed the campus
landscape. It also was transformative in the history of the university, says Professor James Sterling,
BJ '65, Missouri community newspaper management chair and former member of the University
of Missouri Board of Curators.
The idea of making large gifts to public universities was not commonplace in the 1980s.
"[Reynolds' gift] moved us from being a little
Midwestern school to being at a national level in
terms of the size of gifts," Sterling says.
Gafke says the gift "redefined levels of appropriate giving," which was part of the appeal they
made to him at the time. "We think [your gift] will
get everybody else to step up," they said.
It wasn't the last time a Reynolds gift would
have such an impact. A decade after his passing
in 1993, another gift began a period of generosity
in support of journalism that will be Reynolds'
legacy. In 2004, his foundation pledged $32 million to establish the Donald W. Reynolds Journalism Institute (RJI), a center for research and
development on the future of news. It is still the
largest single donation in the university's history.
When RJI opened in 2009, the foundation donated another $15 million to fund its initial operation. A further $30 million, pledged in 2012, will
establish an endowment that will provide half the
institute's operating funds.
Most recently, in September 2014, the foundation announced it will use the last of its money to
donate $10 million to fund faculty salaries for as-

sociate and full professors in the School of Journalism. The donation pushed the foundation's total giving to MU to nearly $103 million.
Dean Mills has been the journalism dean since
1989. Too many times, he says, he's watched good
professors leave MU for schools that could offer
higher salaries. So, when Anderson asked him
what last gift the Reynolds Foundation could
make that would have the biggest impact on the
school's future, he didn't miss a beat.
"Instead of having a loyalty tax for faculty who
stay on many years, as many faculty do, we'll have
a loyalty rewards program," Mills says. "That's
something no other school has, and it will be a
great asset."
The $10 million won't be available until 2021. In
the meantime, the school will seek matching funds
from donors that will allow the school to establish
50 faculty fellowships, enough to cover every associate and full professor who does not already have
an endowed chair. The endowment proceeds will
fund faculty stipends, research and travel.
"It's a particularly sweet gift," Mills says, "because, of all the grantees the foundation has had,
it selected his alma mater as the recipient of the
final gift."
In all, Reynolds, through his foundation, donated $2 billion to universities, hospitals, civic groups
and other nonprofits, mostly in the southwest,
where his media properties were concentrated.
The gifts to MU supported the full range of university activities - students, faculty, programs
and buildings.
Looking to the future, Mills sees the reverberations from the investments in journalism research
and faculty salaries continuing to grow.
"They guarantee quality forever." M

Leaving
a Legacy
The Donald W. Reynolds
Foundation has supported
a range of projects with
its nearly $103 million in
donations to MU:

Scholarships
$55,500 donated between
1987 and 1997

Donald W. Reynolds
Alumni Center
$8-4 million donated
between 1989 and 1992

Reynolds Journalism
Institute
$77·9 million, donated and
pledged between 200 3
and 2012
MU Interdisciplinary

Center on Aging
$3 million donated be tween 2003 and 20 14

Reynolds Endowed Chair
in Business Journalism
$3.6 million donated between 2009 and 20 14

Reynolds Foundation
Faculty Excellence Fund
$10 million pledged in 2014

+- In 1975, Reynolds

cuts the ribbon on the
renovated Southwest
Times Record building
in Fort Smith, Arkansas.
Reynolds' purchase of the
newspaper in March 1940
made him the owner of
two daily newspapers in
separate locales, marking
his start as a newspaper
group owner.
Wearing a folded paper
hat used to keep ink off
the scalp, Reynolds tours
the pressroom at the Las
Vegas Review-Journal,

Dec. 12, 1985, with
general manager Earl
Johnson.
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Convincing Trajectory
The odds of winning a prestigious fellowship are long, but many Mizzou
students and alumni, with the support of campus mentors and programs,
land some of the biggest in the world. Story by Erik Potter

STUDENTS

rajectory. It's what separates a
great student from a Gates Cambridge scholar. It's what allows a 20-year-old to
convince a group of learned strangers to give a
$20,000 undergraduate Boren Scholarship to her
rather than to a different bright young person.
It's what Tim Parshall, director of the MU Fellowships Office, spends a lot of time talking to his
undergraduates about.
He uses his hands to create an imaginary line
graph in the air. He holds one hand low to the
student's left to illustrate where he or she is now.
The other he holds up high to the student's right
to show the future, where he or she wants to be.
Then he brings his hands together in the middle.
That's the fellowship the student is applying for.
The question is, does the path from one hand to
the other pass through the fellowship in the middle? "A lot of what I'm doing with students, especially early on, is just helping them think through
their aspirations and how what they're doing now
can help them achieve those goals," says Parshall,
MA '76.
Each year, 1,600 U.S. college graduates are
awarded Fulbright grants to teach, conduct research or pursue graduate education internationally. Forty U.S. citizens receive a Gates Cambridge scholarship to study at the University of
Cambridge in England. Thirty-two recent graduates go to the University of Oxford in England as
Rhodes Scholars.
The competition for these and other prestigious
fellowships is intense. Though undergraduates
apply during their senior year of college, to be successful, their decision to compete for one must be
made long before that.
In 2014, a score of Mizzou students and recent
alumni who worked with the Fellowships Office
were selected for national graduate or undergraduate fellowships, including two Fulbrights, one
Gates Cambridge and Qile graduate Boren Fellowship, a Congressionally funded program through
the National Security Education Program. Mizzou also had seven alternates or honorable mentions to such programs.
That Mizzou applicants fared so well is no accident. At MU, the path toward high-profile fellowships starts early, before the first day of class
freshman year, even before the first John Belushi
poster is tacked up on move-in day.
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YOU CAN FIND the Fellowships Office table, stra-

t Growing up, Kiersten

tegically placed between study abroad and undergraduate research, at every Summer Welcome.
That's where Kiersten Kuc first crossed paths
with Parshall, in 2013.
Kuc, from Chesterfield, Missouri, doesn't remember when she first learned what international fellowships were, but she knew by the time
she was in high school that she wanted one. She
had never been out of the country and was looking for an opportunity to study abroad when she

Kuc dreamed of earning
a student fellowship.
That dream came true
in the summer of 2014
when she studied
media and national
identity in Wales on a
short-term Fulbright
fellowship for undergraduates.

met Parshall.
"She was a bright, engaging student who was
looking for more than the typical classroom experience," Parshall says. What especially impressed
him was that, during a busy day, Kuc made time
later to track him down in his office to ask more
questions, and she visited him again when classes
started. He could tell she was serious.
With stellar grades and ACT scores, Kuc was
accepted into the MU Honors College Discovery
Fellows undergraduate research program and
named a Walter Williams Scholar in the School
of Journalism. If she had not already found Parshall at Summer Welcome, she would have as a
Walter Williams Scholar. The program, for elite
freshmen, gives them direct admission to the
journalism school, pairs them with faculty mentors, places them in special living and learning
communities, and introduces them to helpful
campus service programs - including the Fellowships Office.
Parshall almost immediately pegged Kuc for a
new summer institute program, sponsored by the
U.S.-U.K. Fulbright Commission, in which U.S.
undergraduates study in the United Kingdom.
Kuc jumped at the opportunity. Parshall gave
"little tweaks that made a big difference" throughout the application process, Kuc says, helping her
focus her essay, write to her audience and avoid
words that have different connotations in England than in America.
Parshall also helped Kuc prepare for her interview, suggesting she monitor current events
in Wales, where she wanted to study. That helped
her impress the interviewer, she says, when she
was able to tie in news of labor unrest among
Welsh teachers.
Kuc was one of two Mizzou students accepted
to the summer institute program. She spent six
weeks studying at three Welsh universities.
"I see the enormous benefit and impact it had
on me," Kuc says, who brought back an appreciation for how media roles and journalism tenets
are not universal but vary across cultures.
Already a driven student, Kuc, now a sophomore, has a better idea of where she's headed.
She feels a greater appreciation for travel and
wants to study abroad for a semester before she
graduates. She also has a greater appreciation for
the research opportunities she has at MU after
seeing how amazed the other Fulbright fellows
were when she told them she did research as a
freshman. The experience gave her a glimpse
of the bigger picture, of the world Parshall is
gesturing at when he holds up his hands in an
imaginary line and asks, "What do you want to
do out here?"

FOR IDA SOPHIE WINTER, who was born in

Leipzig, Germany, but grew up in Wausau, Wisconsin, international fellowships were never a
foreign concept.
The junior majoring in journalism, French and
international studies was almost predestined for
wanderlust. Her mother is from Germany and met
her father while studying abroad in the U.S. on a
fellowship. As a child, Winter lived in Lebanon for
a year when her father received a Fulbright award
to teach there. In high school, she lived for a year
in Germany with her mom's family.
She developed a love of different cultures and
dreamed of being a foreign correspondent. When
she came to Mizzou and met Parshall, he told her
about the Boren program, which pays for students
to study less commonly taught languages in regions
critical to U.S. interests, such as Africa, Asia and the
Middle East. She was hooked. "I've based my whole
college experience on that ultimate goal," she says.
She has established a straightforward trajectory. She worked as a translator for German World,
a bilingual magazine based in Los Angeles, as a
French and German tutor for the Total Person
Program in Mizzou Athletics, as an intern for her
state representative in the Wisconsin statehouse,
and at the German-American Heritage Museum
in Washington, D.C., for a summer.
This past summer, her trajectory took her to Rabat, Morocco, for an internship with the U.S. State
Department. Afterward, she rode two and a half
hours east for a yearlong program at Al Akhawayn
University on a Boren Scholarship that will help
hone her Arabic-language skills and immerse her
in Moroccan culture.
As a Boren scholar, Winter is committed to serving a year in one of several federal departments, including State and Homeland Security. Rather than
becoming a foreign correspondent, she is now considering a career as a foreign service officer.
Being a white Western woman in a country
that's 99 percent Arab and Muslim has opened
Winter's eyes to the immigrant experience. She's
felt the temptation to cluster with other foreigners like her and to demonize the population hosting her. "It teaches you tolerance, to keep an open
mind, to be patient in places where people aren't
as comfortable," she says.
Before her summer internship was over, Winter was already considering where her trajectory
will take her next.
"[Parshall] has been talking about the Fulbright since I've been here," she says, adding that
she'd like to defer her government service to study
at the London School of Economics' Middle East
Centre. "He's been grooming me for that. That is
the goal."

+-Previous spread:
Ida Sophie Winter, an
MU junior studying in
Morocco for a year,
gives an interview to a
local radio journalist
from Fes.

Kuc was one
of two Mizzou students
accepted to
the summer
institute program. She
spent six
weeks studying at three
Welsh universities. It
was the first
time she had
been outside
the country.
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t After a day of sightseeing, Winter, who is
studying on a Boren
Scholarship, stumbles
on a "fantasia," a
traditional Moroccan
equestrian competition
that tests riders' horsemanship, coordination
and rifle skills.

ART IS A FAR CRY from synthetic biology. Which
is to say that having a long-term commitment to
earning a competitive fellowship is not the same
as having clairvoyance about your future. For
Shakked Halperin, BS BE '13, his trajectory to a
Gates Cambridge Scholarship to study bioengineered water safety detection systems was never
a straight line.
Math had always been Halperin's favorite subject in school, but he also excelled at art. After
high school, he deferred a full-ride scholarship to
art school for a year to volunteer with Ethiopian
immigrant youth in Israel. During that time, he
began to waver. First he decided to join the Israeli
military and make his life there, where his parents are from and much of his extended family remain. Then, sometime during his volunteer work,
something clicked.
"From spending time with these kids, I found
my passion was to help people," he says. He's not
sure why - perhaps from fear of not being able
to apply his art degree - but he decided the best
way to do that was by pursuing math and science.
Halperin gave up the art scholarship and en-
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rolled at MU. But even in his Honors College
classes he was antsy. He'd just spent a year building a Boy Scout-like youth group in Israel and
implementing programs. Learning only in class
wasn't enough. He needed application.
So, as a freshman he volunteered in his chemistry professor's research lab and later in the bioengineering lab of Professor Sheila Grant. He
joined the student chapter of Engineers Without
Borders, leading a project to reconstruct a wastewater treatment facility in a Honduran village.
The plant, built 20 years ago by a Western charity,
was constructed with parts that couldn't easily be
fixed or replaced. So the students not only fixed
the plant but also re-engineered it. "We used sand
and gravel as building materials, which were
available to the locals," he said. "We included
them in the design process so they feel it's their
system, ... so 20 years down the line they're not
struggling to find the engineering students from
Mizzou" to fix it again.
Halperin also landed a National Science Foundation-funded Summer Research Experience for
Undergraduates (REU) at the University of Cali-

STUDENTS

fornia, Berkeley the summer after his sophomore
year. It was during a seminar for REU students
that summer that he first heard about Gates Cambridge and Fulbright scholarships.
"I was only half-listening," he says, because he
didn't think they were talking to him. "I was just
intimidated because these other kids were from
Johns Hopkins and other big programs."
But after completing a successful research
project and publishing a paper - the only REU
student in his group to do so - the idea of a major
fellowship began to take root.
During Halperin's junior year, he went to the
Fellowships Office. He wanted to apply for the
Gates Cambridge - and a Rhodes Scholarship,
Fulbright and others.
"He had a lot of work to do, but he's also tireless in terms of energy," Parshall says.
He was still working on his applications the
summer before his senior year when he left for
Tsinghua University in Beijing for a highly competitive international REU.
Halperin found a professor at Cambridge
who was doing work he was excited about re-engineering bacteria to release a pigment in
the presence of harmful amounts of arsenic in
well water. Natural contamination of ground
water is widespread in Bangladesh, Nepal and
India. The problem in Bangladesh, in particular, was characterized in a World Health Organization report in 2000 as "the largest mass
poisoning of a population in history."
After graduating a semester early in December 2013, Halperin returned to Israel to catch
up with family and see his Ethiopian students.
While there, he interviewed with the Gates Cambridge committee via Skype.
"I wore my uncle's suit, which was 10 sizes too
large. I looked like a clown," he says.
Five MU biology and psychology faculty members would disagree with Halperin on that point,
Parshall says. The professors, only one of whom
knew Halperin, helped him prepare by conducting two mock interviews via Skype, grilling him
on the science of his research proposal.
Halperin also practiced his answers on
friends, family, strangers on the bus, anyone who
would listen. In the end, he says, the committee
- "the most accomplished people I'd ever talked
to" - focused mostly on his art, music and volunteering. "It felt like a nice dinner conversation."
Halperin was at a bus station in Tel Aviv when
he read the email saying he'd been awarded the
scholarship. "I immediately started dancing and
singing, which seemed to concern the strangers
at the bus stop," he says. Then he called his parents. "On the bus ride home, I promised myself

I will never doubt my capabilities as long as I am
willing to put in the work."
Looking forward, Halperin wants to continue
helping people through science. He loves the freedom that working in academia provides but also
has a strong entrepreneurial drive - in summer
2014 he co-founded InterShunt Technologies, a
startup company developing a surgical device to
treat a certain class of heart failure.
He draws inspiration from Grant, who mentored him while he worked in her lab and showed
him what an academic can be: a quality teacher,
rigorous investigator and entrepreneur (she cofounded the startup biotech company EternoGen). "She's a model for what I see myself becoming," he says.

+Shakked Halperin,
BS BE '13, gave up a
full-ride art school
scholarship to study
engineering at Mizzou
because he thought
he could better help
people as an engineer than as an artist.
That public service
spirit helped earn him
a Gates Cambridge
fellowship to pursue his
graduate education at
the University of Cambridge in England.

students like Halperin, Winter
and Kuc are not singular success stories; they are
part of a pattern, and they're examples he will use
next summer when a new wave of students and
parents visit the strategically located Fellowships
Office Summer Welcome booth. "People like to
see success," he says. "When you talk to these kids
and hear what they're all about, you know we've
got many damn-fine students." M
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For moms and dads,
commencement makes
the short list of life's
most cherished events.
The ceremony - filled
with clapping, Kleenex, hugs and handshakes - often fulfills
their child's lifelong
Stoey by
educational journey.
Marcus Wllldns
But on May 12, 2012,
Photos by
Don Stevens sat inside
Nicholas Bonner
Boone County jail as
his daughter walked
across the Hearnes
Center stage to receive
her University of Missouri diploma. Eleven days earlier, he
had been drinking and was on his way to the Columbia Mall
when he was arrested for driving under the influence. It was
the U.S. Army veteran's third offense, further evidence of the
alcoholism that had taken hold when Stevens was a tank-radio
technician in Germany during the 'Sos.
It was also Stevens' second paternal wake-up call in a year a Father's Day 2011 heart attack resulted in pacemaker surgery.
"My daughter is graduating from college, and where's her
dad? He's in jail," says Stevens, shaking his head. "That was
the final hammer for me."
On Sept. 29, 2014, Stevens celebrated his 55th birthday and
his own less conventional graduation from the Boone County
Veterans Treatment Court. "Vet court," an alternative sentencing program staffed with several Mizzou alumni, aims
to reduce recidivism rates for veterans in the criminal justice
system. Instead of jail time, the court oversees participants'
treatment through the Harry S. Truman Memorial Veterans'
Hospital in Columbia, pairs each veteran with a mentor who
is also a veteran, and administers drug and alcohol testing. It's
a system of recovery that taps into the camaraderie, discipline
and self-reliance from the veterans' days in the military.
According to the V.A:s Center for Health Care Evaluation in
Palo Alto, California, more than half of justice-involved veterans have at least one mental health concern, including psychiatric disorders such as mood, substance use or anxiety disorders.
"People are corning into contact with the criminal justice
system for reasons that can be treated," says Kelli Canada, a
veterans court researcher at the MU School of Social Work.
"When some of these populations are put into prison, those
reasons are still there when they leave. These special populations, people with IneiJltal illnesses or drug addiction, have a
much higher rate of recidivism than the general population."
For these reasons and others, vet courts are proliferating
nationally. They follow the proven success of drug courts and
mental health courts, entities that date back to the 1980s.
Sober since the day of his arrest, employed and set to retire,
Stevens vows to represent well his military "unit" - brothers
and sisters who are making it through vet court.
"Before I started this program, I didn't like spilling my guts
to people I had never seen before." Stevens says. "I didn't know

*
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there was a program to help me rebuild my life, and this has. I
have climbed a long way."

****************
Brothers and Sisters in Arms

MU graduate Danielle Easter and her social work colleagues
at the Truman VA are renowned for their multitasking. A typical week might include helping a veteran find an apartment,
driving him or her to the food bank, providing services that
help pay child support, or showing someone how to use Columbia's new bus system. The local hospital serves 44 counties
in Missouri and more than 35,000 patients annually.
Easter, MSW '04, also helps veterans with a criminal record
break the cycle.
As the veterans justice outreach coordinator, she works with
the Boone County Alternative Sentencing Center, the administrative office for the drug, DWI, mental health and veterans
treatment courts.
When Easter took the job in 2009, veterans courts were a
relatively new national trend. She wanted mid-Missouri to be
on the forefront.
"Vet court had been a dream of mine for a while," Easter says
of the program that celebrated its one-year anniversary in July
2014. "I started planting the idea at mental health court, then got
the tracks going in all the other alternative sentencing programs."
The Boone County Veterans Treatment Court works like
this: Veterans who have pleaded guilty to a criminal charge in
Boone or Callaway counties are referred from various sources
- attorneys, jails or family members who have seen a flier on
a courthouse wall. Certain cases are not eligible, such as veterans convicted of a sex offense or murder. All treatment is
administered through the Truman VA, so participants must
be eligible for VA benefits.
The court meets every Monday for about an hour at the Boone
County Courthouse, where Judge Michael Bradley, BA '74,
JD '78, reviews the participants' weekly journal assignments
and treatment responsibilities. If veterans have fallen short missed or failed a drug test, dodged a therapy appointment or
run afoul of the law - sanctions are levied, and they might not
move forward through the program's phases toward graduation. If the veteran has been successful, he or she draws from
a U.S. Army helmet filled with vouchers for prizes, including
bus tickets, VA travel mugs or coupons that cover the cost of the
required random urine analyses.
Vet court is different in that all participants remain in attendance until everyone has taken a turn approaching the bench,
where they stand at military parade rest. In other courts, individuals are free to leave once their case has been addressed.
In addition, Bradley asks at each session for a different vet to
lead the group in the Pledge of Allegiance.
"We don't instruct everyone to stand at parade rest; they pick
that up on their own," Bradley says. "If you fail in vet court,
there's an understanding that it reflects on all of us. I tell them
if you can make it through basic training, you can make it
through this."
Easter and the VA staff also encourage the all-for-one corn-

...

VETERAN S

mitment during group therapy sessions. It's a winning formula in other addiction programs, and it's
especially effective among those with a military
background.
"At some point, they were all in a military unit,
and they were accepted," Easter says. "It was their
family. We're trying to mimic that in our court. Obviously there is a hierarchy, but that's the symbolism - unity. Rely on your brothers and sisters."

*************

A Shared Past
Brandy Clark is an effusively polite, sweet-spoken
Missouri girl. Her congeniality made her a favorite with the staff and participants she served as
the vet court's mentor coordinator.
But friendliness wasn't the only trait that endeared her to veterans.
As a U.S. Army veteran who served two tours
in Iraq, Clark, BHS '14, drove a 48-wheel Heavy
Equipment Transport past roadside bombs to
deliver tanks and gun trucks to every base in the
country. She wasn't pushing paper.
''A lot of the females [in Iraq] didn't have roles
like that," says Clark, who was assigned to match
volunteer veteran mentors with court participants. She left the position in July 2014 for a fulltime job but still volunteers as a veteran mentor.
"In working with the veterans, it helped that I
hadn't done something 'girly,' for lack of a better
term. It put me at an approachable level."
Mentorship is a critical aspect of the court's success. Each participant is paired with a volunteer
veteran with whom they share interests and meet
weekly. The meetings are mandatory, and they
can take place at any venue as long as its primary
function is not serving alcohol.
The idea stems from the first veterans treatment court, established in 2008 in Buffalo, New
York, where Judge Robert Russell noticed a dramatic behavior change in a drug court participant. The bailiff, a former Marine, had asked for
the judge's permission to speak privately with a
typically despondent and distracted participant,
who was also an ex-Marine. After the conversation, the participant returned to the courtroom
alert, respectful and attentive.

*************
Survival lnsdnct

There were about 100 veterans courts in the U.S.
in 2012 when Veterans United Home Loans,
a Columbia-ba sed company that helps house
American servicemen and women, contributed
$100,000 to establish the Boone County Veterans

t Judge Michael Bradley applauds Don Stevens, a U.S. Army veteran with three DWI convictions, who graduated from Boone County Veterans Treatment Court on his 55th birthday,
Sept. 29, 2014.
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Treatment Court.
The young program has produced nine graduates, who are doing well, Easter says. But most of
the evidence is anecdotal. Researchers at the MU
School of Social Work, led by assistant professor
Kelli Canada, are gathering better data.
"In alternative sentencing courts, the legal professionals working within them - judges, probation
officers, attorneys - are intended to be therapeutic,"
says Canada, who conducts entrance and exit interviews with vet court participants. "That team-based
approach helps participants understand there are
services available within their community to address the reasons why they have been arrested."
Using the tools he received through the Boone
County Veterans Treatment Court, Don Stevens
recommits daily to maintaining his sobriety as
he faces retirement. He works with his brotherin-law installing household appliances for Sears,
and he is taking steps to obtain a hardship license
to drive to and from his job.
As an ex-soldier, Stevens' motive for the commitment is survival. As a father, he dreams of
someday walking his daughter down the aisle. As
a 55-year-old man with lost time and hard miles
on his odometer, he understands he must find the
strength to endure.
In the meantime, he thinks the Pacific Northwest, where he once served a temporary duty assignment in Fort Lewis, Washington, might be a
nice place to retire.
"I fell in love with that part of the country trees so big you can drive through them," says
Stevens with a new appreciation for the verdant
bounty of life's storms. "People complain about
how much it rains there. Well, that's why your
trees are 1,000 feet tall." M
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BASKETBALL

As a Misso urian
born and raise d
in Sedal ia,
a lifelong Tiger fan, a two-time graduate and a catalyst for Coach Norm Stewart's tough Big Eight
squads of the mid-197os, Kim Anderson has probably heard Mini Mizzou play "Every True Son" a
few thousand times. But when he was officially
introduced as the school's new head basketball
coach April 29, 2014, at the Reynolds Alumni
Center, the lyrics were overwhelmingly poignant.
Every True Son, so happy hearted, skies above us
are blue.
Fresh off a national championship at the University of Central Missouri (UCM), his Division II
residence for 12 years, Anderson was greeted by
shouts of "Welcome home, Kim!" as he pushed
through an emotional speech.
"This is my dream job," said Anderson, BS Ed
'79, M Ed '81. "I'm Mizzou through and through.
This is my home state. This is my alma mater. I
know how special this program is to so many people, and it holds that same significance for me."
Blue skies, indeed.
Although, to many, Anderson seemed destined
to helm Mizzou basketball since his All-Conference playing days, his route to the other end of the
bench was circuitous. As a gangly youngster growing up about 70 miles southwest of Columbia, Anderson first met Stewart at a Mizzou basketball
camp in Lexington, Missouri. Stewart took notice
of the then-6-foot-2-inch, coltish eighth-grader
reared by a former UCM track athlete.
"If you want an eagle, you get an eagle's egg,"
says Stewart, BS Ed '56, M Ed '60. "I told Kim,
'You've got all of the ability, and some of it is going
to depend on how much you grow, but it looks like
you're going to grow. We'll be back to recruit you,
and you'll be coming to the University of Missouri
to play basketball.' "
As predicted, Anderson sprouted to 6 feet 7 inches and received additional scholarship offers from
Texas, Memphis State, Kansas State and Kansas.
Anderson, however, had Tiger tunnel vision.
"I used to listen to Mahlon Aldridge calling
the games on the radio when [Bob] Vanatta was
coaching," Anderson says. "I grew up wanting to
be a Missouri Tiger."
It was 1973, the year the NCAA rescinded a
rule making freshmen ineligible, when Stewart
realized the center was already ready for signifi44 MIZZOVMAGAZINE.COM

cant minutes. During Anderson's sophomore season, he emerged as a fiery force in the paint. By
his junior season, he led the team in shooting percentage as the Tigers advanced to the Elite Eight
in the NCAA Tournament. Anderson had one of
the best seasons in Mizzou basketball history in
1976-77, leading the team in scoring and earning
Big Eight Conference Player of the Year honors.
"The things that defined me as a player: aggressive, played hard, dove on the floor," says Anderson,
who still holds the Mizzou record for disqualifications in a career and a season, fouling out 13 times
in 1974-75 and 34 times total. "The opposing team
might say I was borderline dirty, but obviously, I
wasn't. I played with a great deal of emotion."
The Portland Trailblazers, coached by the
late Hall of Farner "Dr. Jack" Ramsay, appreciated that emotion enough to select Anderson in
the second round of the 1977 NBA Draft. It was
a short and sweet professional career culminating in Europe before Anderson took an assistant
coaching job on Stewart's staff in 1982.
"If you're a real coach, the clock doesn't ever
come into play," Stewart says. "You coach kids
24/7/365, and you enjoy it. Well, he enjoyed it. He
worked tirelessly."
Anderson put in time as an assistant at Baylor
along with two terms at Mizzou, where at one
point he felt he might have a shot at the head
coach position upon Stewart's retirement. When
MU went another direction in 1999, Anderson
took a job as an administrator at the Big 12 Conference headquarters in Dallas.
''.At the time I left, I thought I'd never be the
head coach at Mizzou," says Anderson, who accepted the UCM gig in 2002. "Coach Stewart
taught me how to survive. When you get knocked
down, he teaches you how to get back up and keep
going. He teaches you how to fight but not in a literal sense. Not everything is going to go your way.
You've got to be able to get back up."
In Warrensburg, Anderson developed a style of
basketball that ultimately put him in the top 10 in
Division II career coaching victories. As the alltime winningest UCM coach, he led the Mules to
three 30-win seasons, the only 30-win seasons in
school history.
"His teams are always going to be the toughest
on the court," says John Gilliam, former guard on
the national champion UCM squad who is now
a graduate assistant at Mizzou. "He preaches defense. His guys are going to do every little thing
you can possibly do to win the game. They're going to go get every 50-50 ball."
Anderson's immediate challenge will be to inspire a roster with 10 underclassmen and only
one senior with playing experience at Mizzou. Al-
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Men's basketball Coach
Kim Anderson joins a
list of Mizzou Athletics
coaches who are also
MU alumni.

Women's Sports
Golf
Stephanie Priesmeyer,

BS ED '94, head coach
Mindy Coyle, BS '06,

M Ed '12, assistant coach
Softball
Pete D'Amour, BGS '0 8,
associate head coach
Gina Schneider,

BFA '1 0 , assistant coach
Swimming and
Diving
Jamie Sweeney, BS '0 4,
head diving coach
Track and Field
Brett Halter, MPA '95,
M Ed '96, head coach
(men and women)
Vollqball
Wayne Kreklow, M Ed '97,
head coach

Men's Sports
Baseball
Hunter Mense, BA '12,

though his 2013-14 UCM team showcased 10 newcomers, climbing to the top of the Southeastern
Conference - a league that featured two of the Final Four teams - might prove a greater challenge.
"I hope we can build a core group of players
from Missouri, but in order to compete in the
SEC, you have to be able to recruit nationwide,"
says Anderson, who feels his alumni status could
benefit that process. "It's very easy for me to sell
this place because I lived it. I lived it as a player,
and I lived it as a coach."
One of Anderson's inherited players, junior forward Ryan Rosburg (Chesterfield, Missouri), has
already bought into the new coach's system. As a
high school player who visited Anderson's UCM

t Clockwise from top: Kim Anderson earned Big Eight Player

of the Year honors in 1977. As an assistant coach, Anderson
was Norm Stewart's right-hand man for 11 seasons. As a
leader on Stewart's teams, Anderson was a cerebral, and
physical, leader.
camps, Rosburg has admired the coach for years.
"He'll get on the court every now and then and
throw in a sky hook or show me some crazy moves
while I'm tripping over my feet," says Rosburg,
who looks forward to playing for a former center,
a rarity among NCAA coaches. "You know this is
where he wants to be. It's not just a step to try to
go somewhere else to make more money. I really,
truly believe he would turn down anything else to
be here because he's a Missouri guy." M

assistant coach
Basketball
Kim Anderson, BS Ed
MEd '81, head coach

'79,

Football
Andy Hill, BA '85,

associate head coach
(quarterbacks)
Alex Grinch, MA '04,
safeties coach
A.J. Ricker, BS '03,
offensive line coach
Austin Alewel,

BS BA '11, MEd '14,
special teams analyst
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SENDING STUDENTS

TO THE STREET

Recent Graduate Pays it Forward
When Elizabeth Gaines arrived at Mizzou as a freshman, she felt like a face
in the crowd. She hailed from a St. Louis public school that rarely sent students to Mizzou. "When I said I was from the actual city of St. Louis, people
thought I lived under the Arch," she jokes. Gaines, recent winner of a Mizzou Alumni Association G.O.L.D. (Graduates of the Last Decade) award, was
the first in her working-class family to graduate from a four-year college.
Sending * Gaines, BFA '07, to college was a priority for her family, which
worked hard to help her financially. She also received grants, student loans,
work-study and scholarships.
Gaines, now Zimride account development supervisor at Enterprise
Holdings, laughs at how green she was back then. "When I went home over
winter break after my first semester, a letter came. I told my parents I was
sure it would say I was on the dean's list," Gaines says. "It turned out I was
on academic probation. That experience humbled me, but I worked hard
to overcome my challenges and was blessed to have had guidance from my
family and some outstanding faculty members."
In 2011, the St. Louis resident became involved in the St. Louis alumni
chapter when she volunteered at its annual trivia night, a fundraiser for
scholarships. In 2012, she joined the chapter's board as its scholarship chair,
where she led its program that gives scholarships to local high school students. "The Mizzou experience was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, and I
want to help others have it, too."
Gaines solicited scholarship applications from underrepresented schools
in St. Louis and Illinois, and she reports students from those areas now attend MU with the heli' of association scholarships. Under her supervision,
the chapter has awarded $g7,ooo in scholarships to 37 students.
Gaines received her G.O.L.D. award Sept. 12, 2014, in the Reynolds Alumni Center during the association's Leaders Weekend. The other G.O.L.D.
winner was ** Bill Richmond, BA '06, of Dallas, president of the DallasFort Worth alumni chapter. That day, the association also gave Tiger Pride
awards for sustained, outstanding volunteer efforts to ** Deborah Jones,
BA '74, of Kansas City, Missouri, Kansas City alumni chapter and ** Chad
Bozarth, BJ '95, of Duluth, Georgia, Mizzou Atlanta chapter. - Dale Smith
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Before there was a wolf, there were Tigers of
Wall Street. One of those Tigers, Harvey Eisen,
BS BA '64, has been instrumental in helping
Mizzou graduates start careers there. Eisen is
the 2014 winner of the Mizzou Alumni Association's 59th Distinguished Service Award.
After graduating from the College of Business, Eisen established himself as a financial
analyst before becoming a portfolio manager
and eventually forming his own investment
advisory firm. A Trulaske College of Business Strategic Development Board member
since 1995, Eisen spearheaded the "Investment
Strategies of Warren Buffett" course and arranged for students to attend Berkshire Hathaway's annual stockholders meeting.
In 2007, Eisen provided financial support to
start the Tigers on Wall Street program, which
sends MU business students to New York's financial district to job shadow alumni and network. "When I went to MU - in the dark ages
- no one went to New York," says Eisen, who
is now chair and CEO of Wright Investors' Service Holdings Inc. "I've been lucky enough to do
what I wanted to do, so it seemed to me that I
should help some other people do the same."
When Brenna Noble participated in the Tigers on Wall Street program, she shadowed
Robert Ehrhart, BS BA 'go, at Goldman Sachs.
Today, * Noble, BS BA '09, an associate at Goldman, hosts MU business students who want to
work on the Street. "I love being able to say,
'You can do this, too,' " says the Farmington,
Missouri, native. "And they can. I'm a kid from
southeast Missouri. Students at Mizzou sit and
dream that this is a possibility, and I'm tangible
evidence." - Kelsey Allen

t Harvey Eisen won the 2014 Distinguished Service Award.

~ Follow Mizzou Alumni Association

~ on Facebook and Twitter.
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TIGEBTALK
1930

1960

*Warren Dalton, BA '39,
of Columbia, local property owner and longtime
columnist for the Columbia Daily Tribune, was
inducted into the Boone
County Hall of Fame
Oct. 9, 2014.

**Leon Boothe, BS Ed
'60, MA '62, of Cincinnati,
former president of Northern Kentucky University, received an honorary doctor
of educational leadership
degree from current NKU
president Geoffrey Mearns.

1940

Duke Neff, BJ '60, of
Pleasant Hill, Mo., cowrote with Sam Ed Spence
Fifty Years: A Golden Beginning: American Paint Horse
Association (The Donning
Co. Publishers, 2012).

*Herb French, BA '43,
BJ '47, of Conroe, Texas,
wrote The Man From the
Fifth Oneida (America Star
Books, 2013).
*Robert Huddleston, BS
PA '49. of Chapel Hill, N.C.,
wrote An American Pilot
with the Luftwaffe (Virtualbookworm.com, 2014) .

1950
Donald Burke, BJ '50,
and Alice Hayes Burke,
M Ed '81, of Fayette, Mo.,
celebrated their 67th
wedding anniversary June
6, 2014.
*William Farris, BA
'52, JD '56, of Santa Ana,
Calif., wrote Under Special
Circumstances (PublishAmerica, 2005).
Quentin King, BA, BJ '57,
of Washington, D.C., wrote
Henry Clay and the War of
1812 (McFarland, 2014).
Sonny Siebert, Educ
'58, of St. Louis, a former
pitcher for multiple Major
League Baseball teams,
was inducted into the
Bayless High School
(St. Louis) Athletic Hall of
Fame Oct. 5, 2014.
Thomas Bruce Wheeler,
BS PA '58, of Memphis,
Tenn., author of The
London of Sherlock Holmes
(MX Publishing, 2011), created an interactive online
map as a companion to
the publication.
Patrick Horner, JD '59,
of Auxvasse, Mo., wrote
Stand on Your Own Two
Feet: A Memoir (Branch Hill
Publications, 2013).

*

Judith Lyons Sherry, BS HE
'60, of Kansas City, Mo., cofounder of the Missouri Kansas chapter of Grandmothers Against Gun Violence,
received the 2014 AARP
Missouri Andrus Award for
Community Service.
*Mo Griffin, BA '61, of
Prairie Village, Kan., wrote
Night Riders in the Tallgrass (Wheatmark, 2013).
**Bruce Loewenberg,
BSF '61, of Clark, Mo., a
Delta Sigma Phi member,
was named the NorthAmerican lnterfraternity
Conference Foundation's
Philanthropist of the Year.
*Hal Lowenstein, BS
BA '61, JD '65, of Kansas
City, Mo., of counsel at
Armstrong Teasdale LLC,
retired July 31, 2014.
*Tom Ryther, BJ '61,
of St. Paul, Minn., was
inducted into the Bayless
High School (St. Louis)
Athletic Hall of Fame. He
holds the school record,
set in 1955, for most wins
by a pitcher.
Carolyn Mulford, MA '62,
of Columbia wrote Show
Me the Deadly Deer (Five
Star, 2013).
*Richard Thoreson, PhD
'63, of Columbia, professor
emeritus in MU's Department of Educational,
School and Counseling
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Psychology, was honored
for his contribution and
enduring service to MU's
Employee Assistance
Program, which he helped
develop with a grant from
the National Institute of
Alcoho l Abuse and Alcoholism Demonstration.
*John Novak, BS CiE '64,
MS '66, of Blacksburg, Va.,
received the 2014 Perry L.
McCarthy Founders Award
from the Association of
Environmental Engineering
Scientists and Professors.
He retired in 2012 as professor of environmental engineering at Virginia Tech.
*Lewis Blanton, JD '65,
of Sikeston, Mo., retired
after 23 years as U.S. magistrate j udge of the eastern
district of Missouri.
**John Miller, BA '65, of
Toronto wrote The Contemplative Practitioner: Meditation in Education and the
Workplace (University of
Toronto Press, 2013).
Gus Otto, BS Ed '66, M
Ed '71, of Ballwin, Mo.,
was inducted into the St.
Louis Hall of Fame. He was
a football captain under
Dan Devine and a starting
linebacker for the Oakland
Raiders in Super Bowl II
Jan. 14, 1968.
Jeanne Christakos Duffey,
BJ '67, of Rogersville, Mo.,
wrote Cook Like a Greek!
(Jeanne Duffey, 2013).
William Gehner, BS AgE
'67, and Lila Gehner of
Rosebud, Mo., celebrated
their 5oth wedding anni versary June 6, 2014.
**Alois Kertz, BS Ag
'67, MS '68, of Glendale,
Mo., founder and principal
of AN DH IL LLC, is president of the American Dairy
Science Association.
Jay Kiesewetter, BA '67,
of Germantown, Tenn., an
attorney at Littler Global

Three Ways You
Can Support Mizzou
It's all about
time and talent
In my 10 years as executive
director of your alumni association, here's the No. 1
question I get: "What can I
do to help Mizzou?"
The three-part answer
is an easy one.
Send Mizzou great
students, whether they
be your children, nieces,
nephews, cousins, friends
or neighbors. Be sure to
mention Mizzou as they
consider college. Encourage them to get in touch
with our Office of Admissions and schedule
a campus visit. Once
students visit our beautiful campus and see what
Mizzou has to offer, we've got a great shot
at making them a Tiger.
Become a Mizzou ambassador. Although
this might sound official, it's as simple as
sharing the good things about Mizzou with
others. Our alumni base can be our best
marketing department. For example, take
what you learn from MIZZOU magazine
and share it with just two others. Undertaking this role also means it's important
to let us know when MU falls short of your
expectations. We'll be listening.
Come back to Mizzou. Reconnect with
faculty, visit the places you remember, and
explore the many new and updated areas
on campus. Spending th e time and money
to come back means you are invested in
Mizzou, so take a good look around to prepare yourself for that ambassador role.
You might be wondering when I
was going to ask you to join the Mizzou
Alumni Association or donate money.
And, yes, I'd love for you to do both. But
if alumni regularly support Mizzou with
their time and talent, I'm confident that
finan cial support will follow.
TODD MCCUBBIN, MED '95
executive director, Mizzou A lumni A ssociation
Email: m ccubbin t@missouri.edu
Twitte1·: @M izzouTodd
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Tacos, Tenders
and Team Building
By the time David Novak
announced he would step
down Jan . 1, 2015, as
CEO of Yum Brands Inc.,
one of the world's largest
restaurant companies,
he had already overseen
a nearly sixfold increase
in the company's market
value since 1999 and
had engineered annual
double-digit revenue growth for a decade.
Novak, BJ '74, of Anchorage, Kentucky, never
went to business school. He lived in 23 states before eighth grade (his dad was a surveyor for the
U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey) before the family settled in Independence, Missouri. He came
to Mizzou for the in-state tuition and fell in love
with the advertising program. "It quickly became
my passion," he says. "I loved the idea of getting
inside a consumer's mind, understanding how
people think."
Once smitten, he says all the years since have never felt like working but rather like pursuing a hobby.
A lifelong learner, Novak cultivated his business
and leadership skills through experience. Returning
to MU April 16, 2014, he shared some of those experiences at the Donald w. Reynolds Journalism Instit ute, accompanied by wife Wendy Novak, BJ '74,
and daughter Ashley Novak Butler.
Drawing from his book, Taking People With You:
The Only Way to Make BIG Things Happen (Portfolio Trade, 2013), Novak engaged the standing-room
crowd for two hours with stories of his rise to the top
of Yum, which owns KFC, Pizza Hut and Taco Bell.
For inst ance, Novak's cardinal leadership trait is
spontaneously recognizing good work. It was something he learned early on over a box of doughnuts at
a Pepsi bottling plant in St. Louis.
Seeking on-the-ground input from a few salespeople, Novak asked how their store merchandise
displays were going. One by one, they praised their
colleague Bob." 'Bob taug~t me more in three hours
than I learned in my first five years at Pepsi-Cola,' "
Novak remembered one person saying. Turning to
Bob, who was about to retire after 47 years with the
company, Novak saw tears running down the salesman's face. "I didn't know people felt this way about
me," he said.
That day, Novak vowed to make recognition the
highest value he instilled in his team. - Erik Potter
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in Memphis, Tenn., was
named Lawyer of the Year
in employment law-management by Best Lawyers
in America.

*John Planchon, BA '67,
MA '75, of Germantown,
Tenn., associate professor of
commerce and business at
Rhodes College in Memphis,
received the 2014 Jameson
M. Jones Award for outstanding faculty service.
Craig Tracy, BS '67, of
Sonoma, Calif., professor
of mathematics at the University of California, Davis,
was highlighted in Quanta
magazine for his work
illuminating a mysterious
statistical law.
Robert Kresge, BJ '68, of
Albuquerque, N.M., wrote
the Civil War spy thriller
Saving Lincoln (ABQ Press,
2013), one of five finalists
for the 2014 Sue Feder Memorial Award for the best
historical mystery.
*Larry Moore, MA '68, of
Belton, Mo., a television
newscaster for KM BC-TV in
Kansas City, Mo., received
the 2014 Outstanding Kansas Citian Award from the
Native Sons and Daughters
of Greater Kansas City.
*Tom Rafmer, BA '69, M
Ed '71, of Parkville, Mo.,
wrote Cinders and Silence:
A Chronicle of Missouri's

Critique photography
discussion group, which
provides artists who work
in isolation opportunities
to hear feedback from
other photographers.

*Leslie Sapp Clay, BA '71,
MA '73, JD '76, of Columbia
wrote Sisters in Song: Wornen Hymn Writers (Compass
Flower Press, 2013).
*John Conway, BS CiE
'71, MPA '86, of Columbia
received a Tablet of Honor
from the Kiwanis lnternational Foundation for his exemplary service to children.
Jay Greenberg, BJ '72, of
Manalapan, N.J., received
the Hockey Hall of Fame's
Elmer Ferguson Award for
covering the sport for the
Kansas City Star, Philadelphia Daily News, Toronto
Sun and New York Post.
He wrote Gordie Howe's
Son: A Hall of Fame Life in
the Shadow of Mr. Hockey

(HarperCollins Canada and
Triumph Books, 2013).

Stephen Hudnell, BJ '73;
John Robinson, BJ '74;
Beth Pike, BJ '86; and
colleague Peg Craft of Orr
Street Productions in Columbia won a Mid-America
Emmy award for a video
Web series "Finding Wild
Missouri."
*John Riha, BJ '73,
of Ashland, Ore., wrote

(Burnt District Press, 2013).

Rookies in the Wild: Fear
and Gloaming on the Pacific Crest Trail (RT3 Media,

1970

2013).

Burnt District 1854-1870

Larry Haeg, MA '70, of
St. Paul, Minn., wrote
Harriman vs. Hill: Wall
Street's Great Railroad War

(University of Minnesota
Press, 2013).

Jim Pepper, BS Ag '70, of
Blanco, Texas, wrote Not
Your Ordinary Vietnam War
Stories (AuthorHouse, 2013).

Phillip Bowser, BA '71, of
Portland, Ore., coordinates the Coffee and

**William Pierce, BS
Ed '74, of Manchester,
Mo., was inducted into
the National High School
Hall of Fame for his 40
years coaching high school
speech and debate in the
St. Louis area.
Keith Schafer, EdD '74, of
Jefferson City, Mo., wrote

**Alan Wessler, BS Ag
'74, DVM '77, of Columbia,
vice president of feed operations and animal health
at MFA Inc., is board chair
of the American Feed
Industry Association.
*Edwin Schwitzky, BA
'75, MS '76, of Tucson,
Ariz., is vice president
of e-commerce at TPG
Hospitality.
Marla Tobin, BA '75,
MD 'So, of Warrensburg,
Mo., family physician and
retired senior regional
medical director for Aetna,
attended the Colorado
Academy of Family Physicians meeting April 24-27,
2014, in Colorado Springs.
John Beger, BS BA '76, JD
'78, of Rolla, Mo., Division
II judge-elect of the 25th
judicial circuit, received
the 2014 Prosecuting
Attorney Outstanding
Service to Victims Award
from the Missouri Victim
Services Academy.
*Brian Cooper, BJ '76,
of Dubuque, Iowa, wrote
First Heisman: The Life of
Jay Berwanger (Crestwood

Publishing, 2013).

**C. Patrick Koelling,
BS IE '76, MS '77, MBA
'78, of Blacksburg, Va.,
an associate professor in
the Grado Department of
Industrial and Systems
Engineering at Virginia
Tech University, received
the Outstanding Global
Faculty Advisor Award
from the Institute of Industrial Engineers.
**Kathy Cartier Maupin, BA '77, MD '81, of
St. Louis, an OB/GYN and
the founder of BioBalance
Health, co-wrote with
Brett Newcomb The Secret
Female Hormone: How
Testosterone Replacement
Can Change Your Life (Hay

The Train: Part 1: Escape
from Hell's Kitchen (Cre-

House Inc., 2014).

ateSpace, 2013).

*R. Craig Palubiak, BS

Let us know what you're up to.
Submit a Class Note online.

mizzoumagazine.com/submit-a-class-note

REMEMBERING
BA '77, of St. Louis wrote
Ten Tactics for Successful
Family Companies (Optim

Consulting Group, 2013).
Debra Stoner Barker, MA
'7S, of Eau Claire, Wis., is
professor of English and
American Indian studies and
director of American Indian
studies at the University of
Wisconsin-Eau Claire.
Bruce Frager, BA '7S, MS
'79, of San Francisco is
a solutions architect for
Kinetic Growth.
Jolee DeFalco Kennedy,
BS HE '7S, of Scottsdale,
Ariz., wrote under the pen
name Josephine DeFalco The Nightbird's Song
(Start Publishing, 2014),
a historical novel about
a mining community in
southern Arizona.
Freddie Lamm, BS AgE
'7S, MS '79, of Colby,
Kan., received the Netafim
Microirrigation Award at
the ASABE/CSBE Annual
International Meeting in
Montreal.
Terry Maddox, BS EE
'7S, of Redlands, Calif., is
principal manager of gas
and solar power plants at
Southern California Edison, a subsidiary of Edison
International.
*Peter Woods, BA '7S,
of Webster Groves, Mo.,
is managing partner of
Haar & Woods LLP. He was
named in Best Lawyers
2014 and 2015 by U.S. News
& World Report in the category of commercial litigation and in Law and Politics
as a Missouri-Kansas "Super Lawyer" in the category
of business litigation.
Linda Kaufman Gollub,
BA '79, of Leawood, Kan.,
wrote It's Never a Secret
(Infinity Publishing, 2013).
~

i

"'Cl

"'

*Harriet Ross Jardine,
PhD '79, of Macon, Ga.,
retired in July 2014 from

*

the psychology department at Macon State College (now Middle Georgia
State College). Through
the years she was a
counseling psychologist at
California State University,
Chico; an administrative
fellow at California State
University, Northridge; and
associate vice president
for student affairs at Central Washington University
in Ellensburg.

1980
Hugh Menown, BS BA
'So, of Houston is executive vice president, chief
accounting officer and
chief information officer at
Energy XXI.
Christine Miller, BS BA 'So,
of St. Louis is a trial lawyer
at Husch Blackwell who was
named to the 2014 Benchmark Litigation Top 250
Women in Litigation list.
*Kent Voorhees, MD 'So,
of Centennial, Colo., family physician and associate
professor and vice chair of
education at the University
of Colorado Denver School
of Medicine, attended
the Colorado Academy of
Family Physicians meeting
April 24-27, 2014, in Colorado Springs.
Jan Carpenter-Baker,
BES 'S1, of Kansas City,
Mo., is the Midwestern
regional director of Alpha
Kappa Alpha.
B.C. Harris, MD 'S1, of
Clemmons, N.C., wrote Surgeon on Call: A Day in the
Barrel (CreateSpace, 2013).

**Martin Rapp, BS ChE
'S1, of Chesterfield, Mo.,
is a board member at
Cascade Microtech Inc., a
manufacturer of semiconductor test equipment.
**Steve Rasche, BS Ace
'S2, of St. Louis is senior
vice president and chief
financial officer of the
Laclede Group, a public
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Professor Preserved Places
The University of Missouri is known not only for its teaching and research but also for its beautiful 1,262-acre campus. Many of its buildings are on the National Register of Historic Places.
Osmund Overby, professor emeritus of art history and archaeology, who died June 1, 2014, was instrumental in helping to preserve
Mizzou's historic sense of place.
"It is not an exaggeration to say the university looks the way it does
today because Ozzie collaborated with others to preserve its rich historical legacy," says Kristin Schwain, associate professor of American art.
Overby was a member of the four-campus preservation committee
that assessed the historic value of buildings, and he helped get many
MU buildings and areas listed on the National Register. He helped
restore Pickard Hall, the Conley House and the Hickman House.
Overby was on the advisory council that prepared the application
to place Francis Quadrangle on the National Register. The nomination noted 18 buildings. On Dec. 18, 1973, the area bound by Sixth and
Ninth streets and Conley Avenue and Elm Street officially became
the Francis Quadrangle Historic District.
"Buildings are important historical documents," Overby told the
Missouri Alumnus magazine in 1986.
Overby was born Nov. 8, 1931, in Minneapolis. He received a doctorate in art history from Yale University in 1963. A year later, he
joined the faculty ofMU's Department of Art History and Archaeology. He retired in 1998.
Overby wrote many books on American architecture, including
William Adair Bernoudy, Architect: Bringing the Legacy of Frank Lloyd
Wright to St. Louis (University of Missouri Press, 1999). In 2003, the
Missouri Alliance for Historic Preservation established the Overby
Award, given annually to someone who published an exceptional
work on state architecture.
''His commitment to students, the state and the profession epitomizes the mission of land-grant universities and the public role
scholars can play in shaping the world we live in," Schwain says.
-Mark Barna
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utility holding company.

Official Notice
The University of Missouri in Columbia seeks
w ritten com ments from the pu blic that ad-

Susan Stephens Golden,
PhD '83, of Del Mar, Calif.,
director ofthe University of
California San Diego's Center for Circadian Biology, is
a Howard Hughes Medical
Institute professor.

dress substantive matters related to t he
quality of t he institution or its academic
programs. These comments are being sought
in preparation for the universit y's periodic
evaluation by the Higher Learning Commission. MU will host a team from the Higher
Learning Commission Feb. 23-24, 2015 . They
will review the institution's ongoing ability to
meet the Commission's criteria fo r accreditation. The university has been accredited by
the Commission since 1913.
The public is invited to send comments to:

Third Party Comment on
The University of Missouri
The Higher Learning Commission
230 s. LaSalle St., Suite 7-500
Chicago, IL 60604-1411
The public also may submit comments online
at bit.ly/MIZ3PC
All comments must be signed and in writing.
The Commission must receive them

David Payne, BS EE '83,
of St. Louis, president of
PayneCrest Electric Inc.,
received a 2014 Ernst &
Young Entrepreneur of the
Year Award for the central
Midwest region.
Eric Foley, BS Ed '84, MM
'86, of Kansas City, Mo., is
an assistant professor of
music at Corban University
in Salem, Ore.
David Marcou, BJ '84, of
La Crosse, Wis., wrote for
Authspot online "Stolen
Children Alo ng One Stretch
of the Mississippi: An
Urban Legend," a report
on the 11 mysterious river
deaths at La Crosse from
1997-2014.

egon Community College
and managing partner of
Ball Janik LLP, which was
named one of America's
top firms by Chambers
USA 2014 in the areas
of general commercial
litigation and real estate.
Cooper was recognized for
her work in real estate.

New /11edia (DoNascimento.com/Books, 2014).

David Lengyel, MBA '88,
of Annapolis, Md., retired
from the U.S. Marine Corps
after 23 years and NASA
after 21 years. He is pursuing a doctorate in systems
engineering and quantitative risk analysis at George
Washington University in
Washington, D.C.

Sonya Forte Duhe, PhD
'93, of New Orleans is director of the School of Mass
Communication at Loyola
University New Orleans.

Shannon Shy, JD '88,
of Woodbridge, Va., is
senior counsel and analyst
for Marstel-Day LLC, an
environmental consulting
firm in Fredericksburg, Va.
He wrote Hope Is On Your
Side: A Motivational Journal
for Those Affected by OCD

(Tate Publishing, 2014).

1990
*Timothy White, MA
'84, of Cincinnati edited
Lessons from the Northern Ireland Peace Process

(University of Wisconsin
Press, 2013).

no later than Jan. 26, 2015.
*Daren Fristoe, BA '85,
of Lee's Summit, Mo., cowrote with Julia R. McKee
Lifeguard, Babysitter, Executioner: A Real-World Guide
to Hiring, Firing & Building
a Winning Workforce (River

Grove Books, 2014).
**Jeff Simon, BA '85,
JD '88, of Kansas City,
Mo., is managing partner
at Husch Blackwell LLP's
Kansas City office.
Dennis Dunivan, BS Ag
'86, of Pine, Colo., wrote
Escape from Communist
Heaven (Sentient Publica-

Kurt Nelson, BS Ed '90, of
St. Louis is superintendent
of Catholic education for
the Archdiocese of St. Louis.
*Debrah Turner Bell,
DVM '91, of St. Louis is an
anchor for Arise News.
*Todd Natenberg, BJ '91,
of Leawood, Kan., is account manager at School
Specialty Inc.
Andy Goldman, BA '92,
of Chicago is president of
Wrightwood Medical.
Catherine Sims Goss,
BSN '92, MS '94, of Doha,
Qatar, an editorial board
member for the Journal
of Trauma Nursing, is part
of an international team
building a 1,100-bed acute
care facility.

tions, 2013).
**Laura Craska Cooper,
BA, BJ '88, of Prineville,
Ore., is chair of Central Or-
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**Brett Daffron, BS HES
'93, of Plattsburg, Mo.,
president of Community
Bank in the Northland area
of Kansas City, celebrated
25 years with the company
Aug. 16, 2014.

*Lindsay Young Lopez,
BA '93, of Columbia is
executive director of the
Food Bank for Central and
Northeast Missouri.
Jerry Bruggeman, BS, BS
'94, MD '01, of Columbia is
medical director at Heritage Hall in Centralia, Mo.
Paul Gude, BGS '94, of Seattle wrote When Elephant
/11et Giraffe (Disney-Hyperion Books, 2014).
Heather Salinardi, BA
'94, of Leawood, Kan.,
launched SugarNailz.com,
specializing in sorority and
fashion nail-polish strips.
**David Dilley, BS ME
'95, of Royal Oak, Mich.,
owns D3 Vibrations, a
metal-cutting analysis and
consulting company that
celebrated its 10th anniversary in 2014.
**Amy Kiefer Hansen,
BS '95, of Denver, director with Otten Johnson
Robinson Neff & Ragonetti
PC, received a 2014 Volunteer of the Year award
from the Downtown Denver Partnership.
Steve Sagarra, BA '95, of
St. Louis, a freelance writer, journalist and historian,
wrote the memoir Echoes
From An Unexamined Life

James Mayfield, BA '92,
ofTrophy Club, Texas,
wrote From Social to Sales:
The Auto Dealer's Guide to

(Smashwords, 2014).
Eric Walter, BS Ed '95,
JD '98, of Arnold, Mo., is a

Recognize someone? Use our on line com-

ment feature to share your updates.
mizzoumagazine.com/ winter2015

YEARBOOK
Fifteen women, 12 shown here, made history Nov. 14, 1964, when, after years of planning
and organizing, the Pearl Club special interest group became Alpha Kappa Alpha, the
first African-American sorority at MU. In November 2014, AKA sorority sisters returned
to campus for the Delta Tau chapter's soth anniversary celebration. - Kelsey Allen

'
* PEGGVE HILL MEZILE
Columbia was not
a welcoming place
when Mezile, BA '67,
was a student. She

couldn't eat everywhere she wanted.
When her white roommate first walked
into their room, she promptly walked
back out, and Mezile never saw her
again . That's why AKA was so important.
"You needed that group to survive. The
sorority was a support system for us."
She remembers pajama parties, service
projects and pizza dinners. Mezile, who
worked in adult outpatient services for
many years, lives in Edina, Minnesota,
and is the AKA graduate adviser at the
University of Minnesota in Minneapolis.

MABLE JONES GRIMES
Grimes grew up in
the small town of
Malden, Missouri, but
she had a big-time
personality. Selected
to represent Johnston
Hall in a best-dressed
contest, Grimes sent her mother
patterns from Vogue to make her a
suit and sought lessons from a ballerina

J. Wrichc

J. RttVN

* * SANDRA WHAYNE GAUTT
Gautt, BS Ed '65, M Ed '66, PhD '77, a native of Kirkwood, Missouri, made a point to
embrace the larger university community by participating in Homecoming and Greek
Week. "The chapter wasn't interested in isolating ourselves from the campus community. We were just another part of Greek Life at Mizzou.'' Gautt's career in higher
education administration was influenced by her experience working with MU and
AKA administrators to bring the sorority to campus. She spent 18 years on the faculty of MU's special education department before moving to the University of Kansas in
Lawrence where she taught and served in various administrative appointments before retiring in 2013.

*
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dorm mate on how to walk properly.
She placed in the top 10, but her newfound knowledge didn't help during
AKA's step shows. "They put me on the
end of the line because I wouldn't do
the steps right, but I had fun.'' Grimes,
BS HE '65, MS '68, PhD '76, served as
AKA's graduate adviser at MU for 20
years and worked for the university for
37 years, the last 25 as a 4-H Youth Development Specialist with MU Extension
in Columbia.
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partner in the litigation
practice group at Armstrong Teasdale LLP.
John Moore, BS '96, MD
'oo, of St. Louis is senior
clinical director at Anthem
Blue Cross and Blue Shield
in Missouri.

Dean There, Done That
In 1972, when Quiester (KWY-ester) Craig began
his tenure as dean of the School of Business and
Economics at the historically black North Carolina
Agricultural and Technical State University, opportunities for African-Americans in traditional business school careers were limited.
"In many historically black colleges and universities ... business and management were not a priority," Craig says. "You wanted to focus on areas
where [students] had a chance for employment."
North Carolina A&T, for instance, emphasized
courses on typing, writing shorthand or using computers.
"[But] the university had the foresight that
things have to change, and we want to be ready
when they change," says * *Craig, PhD '71, who
retired in 2013 after 41 years as dean. "We don't
want it to be said that qualified minority students
can't be found [for these jobs]."
Craig's proudest achievement was shepherding the transformation into a nationally accredited business school, which required a curriculum
overhaul and investment in doctoral-level faculty
in business, accounting, finance and marketing.
As with any large change, there were detractors.
"My [first] name is sometimes hard to pronounce, but some of the names I heard, there was
no way they were mispronouncing my given name,"
Craig says.
But the determination he'd gleaned from growing up in segregated Alabama and earning a doctorate in business while supporting a young family
saw him through.
Craig says he was the only African-American
in most of his business classes, which he started
taking to earn post-master's credit hours and job
security at Lincoln University in Jefferson City, Missouri, where he taught. But some of his classmates
challenged him, asking why he wasn't in the degree
program. Their prompting caused him to enroll.
Later, if he was discouraged, they'd lift him up.
"I always have respected and appreciated that,"
Craig says. "The only way I was able to become
dean ... was because of that degree." - Erik Potter
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Darryl Chatman, BS
'97, MS '01, MS '07, JD
'08, of St. Louis is on the
Lawyers of Colors 2014
Hot List, which recognizes
189 early- to mid-career
minority lawyers.
Amy Keller Laird, BJ '97,
of New York is editor-inchief of Women's Health.
Susan Bruyere Berg, BSN
'98, of Nixa, Mo., directs
the doctor of nursing practice program at Missouri
State University.

Hawkinson, JD 'oo,
of Mission Hills, Kan.,
is vice president and
general counsel at Park
University in Parkville, Mo.
Lee Kravetz, BJ 'oo, of
San Mateo, Calif., cowrote with David Feldman Supersurvivors: The

Surprising Link Between
Suffering and Success
(HarperWave, 2014).
**Argie Marshall, BS ME
'oo, of Kansas City, Mo., is
a mechanical engineer with
CRB Consulting Engineers.
**Kristen Koch Marshall, BS 'oo, of Kansas
City, Mo., is account director with AgCall USA Inc.

Johnny Wang, BA, BA
'02, of Ballwin, Mo., a
partner in the St. Louis
office of Stinson Leonard
Street LLP, received the
Spirit of Diversity Award
from the 2014 St. Louis
Diversity Job Fair.
Laura Milde Birkner, BS
CiE '03, of Ballwin, Mo., is
a project engineer at HR
Green Inc. in Chesterfield,
Mo.
**Sarah Jackson, BJ
'04, of Dallas is director
of public affairs for the
Dallas Citizens Council,
a nonprofit organization
composed of CE Os and
business leaders.

South Florida Sun-Sentinel.

Chad Jones, BS BA '04,
of Chestnut Ridge, N.Y.,
is practice director for
Cerner Consulting at
Health Data Specialists.

Nicholas Garzia, BA, BA
'98, of St. Louis, an Armstrong Teasdale attorney,
is on the International
Institute Community Development Corp.'s board of
directors.

**Aaron Aaker, PhD
'01, of Milton, Mass., is
associate athletic director
for compliance and strategic planning at Boston
University.

*Laura Neff-Rogers, BA
'04, MD '08, of Cambridge, Mass., completed
a fellowship in pediatric
otolaryngology at Boston
Children's Hospital.

Jason Mudd, BJ '98,
of Amelia Island, Fla.,
president of Axia Public
Relations, received the
Judges' Award from the
Florida Public Relations
Association.

Jessica Lauth House,
BS Ed '02, of Chesterfield, Mo., owns House of
Corks, a craft company
that makes sports-themed
trays, signs and coasters
from wine corks.

Mary Collins Barile, MA
'05, PhD '09, of Boonville,
Mo., wrote J. Milton Turner:
An American Hero (Monograph Publishing, 2013).

*Josh Hibbits, BS BA
'99, of St. Louis is a
principal at NAI DESCO
commercial real estate
company.

Bobbi Jo Meneely, BS
Ace, M Ace '02, of Meadville, Mo., teaches in the
College of Business at
Columbia College.

Debra Weingarth, PhD
'06, of Hermann, Mo.,
wrote the children's book
If Only I Could Bark (City
Girl Gone Country, 2014)
illustrated by Catherine
Mahoney.

Roger Webb, BM '99, of
Independence, Mo., is the
public affairs officer and
spokesman for the U.S.
Embassy in Kigali, Rwanda. He previously served
in Israel, Bosnia and Iraq,
and he led the internal
affairs team in the U.S.
State Department's Office
of Iraq Political Affairs in
Washington, D.C.

Victoria Monti, BS '02, of
Chesterfield, Mo., wrote

Traci Angel, MA '07, of
Jackson, Wyo., wrote

Confessions of a Paris
Party Girl (CreateSpace,

The Scars of Project 459:
The Environmental Story
of the Lake of the Ozarks

2000
Courtney Goddard-

Dan Sweeney, BJ 'oo, of
Boca Raton, Fla., is state
politics reporter at the

2014) under the pen name
Vicki Lesage.
Dustin Read, JD '02,
of Blacksburg, Va., is an
assistant professor in the
Department of Apparel,
Housing and Resource
Management at Virginia
Tech's College of Liberal
Arts and Human Sciences.

(University of Arkansas
Press. 2014).
Lindsay Banta Campbell, BSN '07, of St. Louis
received her master's of
science in nursing from
Webster University and
works at Cardinal Glennon
Children's Medical Center.
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Cameron Clawson, BS
ChE '07, of Chicago is an
attorney in the intellectual
property group at Husch
Blackwell LLP.
Nadine Bruns Cline, BSN

'07, of Columbia works at
the Indiana University Health
Arnett Cancer Services.
*Elizabeth Gaines, BFA
'07, of St. Louis is account
development supervisor
of Zimride by Enterprise at
Enterprise Holdings Inc.
See story on Page 46.
Meghan Kloth, BA, BJ
'07, of Arlington, Va., is
on the financial services
industry team at Husch
Blackwell in St. Louis.
Matthew Simmons, BS
'07, MD '11, of Wichita,
Kan., completed the family
medicine residency program through the Wesley
Medical Center at the University of Kansas School of
Medicine-Wichita.

Saleem Alhabash, MA '08,
PhD '11, of Okemos, Mich.,
assistant professor of public
relations and social media
at Michigan State University,
is the first person to receive
the Mary Alice Shaver Promising Professor Award, a
national award established
by the American Academy
of Advertising.
Elise Bartley, BS Ace, M
Ace '08, of Mokane, Mo.,
received the 2014 Patricia
Klein Liebling Parents Association Faculty Award
at Westminster College in
Fulton, Mo.
*Lauren Fredman, BJ
'09, of Salt Lake City graduated with an MBA and MA
from Brandeis University
and is camp director and
B'nai B'rith Youth Organization director at the l.J.
& Jeanne Wagner Jewish
Community Center.

with a master's degree in
aerospace engineering at
Georgia Institute of Technology. He published a
research paper in the A/AA
Space and Astronautics
2014

plane Press, 2013).
Alex Holley, BJ '11, of Myrtle Beach, s.c., co-hosts
Good Day Philadelphia at
WTXF-TV.

Exposition.

Jessica Ridgway, BS HES
'09, MS '11, of Lake Zurich,
Ill., is an assistant professor of textiles, apparel and
merchandising at Northern
Illinois University. See
story on Page 12.

2010
Amy Brachmann, BJ '10,
MA '11, of Los Angeles is
the digital editor with the
ESPN West Coast Bureau.
Sean Finley, BS IE '10,
MBA '12, JD '14, of Kansas
City, Mo., is an attorney
in the corporate group at
Husch Blackwell LLP.

Hunter Mense, BA '12,
of Liberty, Mo., former
All-American outfielder,
coaches hitting at Mizzou.
Matt Plewes, BS '12, of
Grand Blanc, Mich., is the
lead department head
for Lifetime Athletic's Life
Cafe in Baltimore.
Shengze Zhu, MA '13, of
Wuhan, China, directed
the documentary film Out
of Focus, which received
international recognition
at the 36th Cinema du
Reel in France.

Daniel Sullivan, BA '10,
of Columbia wrote Black

Matthew Beck, PhD '14,
of Columbia is an assistant
professor of accounting at
Michigan State University.

Collar: Uncommon Rebels
Trilogy Book I (Paper Air-

Josh Gunn, PhD '14, of

Geoff Glidden, BS ME
'09, of Dallas graduated

Pittsburgh is an assistant
professor of accounting at
the University of Pittsburgh.
Jory Mick, BJ '14, of
Platte City, Mo., is a public
relations assistant account
manager at Barkley in
Kansas City, Mo.
Shraddha Sankhe, MA
'14, of Tyler, Texas, is a
communications coordinator for the engineering
technology and industrial
distribution department at
Texas A&M University.

Weddings
*Laura Indelicato, BS BA
'05, and Stephen Chenard of
Fort Mill, S.C., July 12, 2014.
Ashton James, BS '05, of
Leopold, Mo., and Jessica
Gurley, BS '06, of Ste. Genevieve, Mo., Oct. 25, 2014.
Matt Bosky, BS BA, BS BA
'08, and Clarissa Lorenz,
BS HES '08, of Kansas City,
Mo., June 14, 2014.

In honor of MU's 17 5th anniversary, the Mizzou
Alumni Association presents Traditions Plaza.
Under the glow ofJesse Hall, Traditions Plaza
includes the largest outdoor programming stage
in central campus and serves as a gathering place
for the Mizzou family.
Etched granite tiles, stately bronze plaques and
other markers around the plaza pay tribute to
current and past MU traditions, notable alumni
and historical happenings.
May all who visit this hallowed ground be filled
with the pride and passion of those who have
walked before us and treat with great respect
and reverence the history and heritage of
Missouri's flagship university.
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Lauren Miller, BS BA '08,

*Amy Opper, BS '01, and

and Taylor Mason of Rock
Hill, Mo., March 29, 2014.

Lauren Fredman, BJ '09,

Dawn Scoville of Mesa,
Ariz., announce the adoption of Emily Christine
June 17, 2014.

and Joshua Rogoff of Salt
Lake City Sept. 7, 2014.

Jill Diener, BA '02, and

*Lindsay Hoffman,
BS HES '09, and *Brandon Salmons, BS '11,

Nick Wiedemann of
Columbia announce the
birth of Amelia Catherine
Aug. 4, 2013.

of Wildwood, Mo.,
Aug. 9, 2014.

Sadara Evans, BS Ed '12,
and Nicholas McAfee, BA,
BA '12, of Savannah, Mo.,
Aug. 2,2014.

**Robert Mester, BS
'04, MD '08, and **Ashley Mahan Mester, BS
'04, BSN '05, of Strongs-

sor of extension education
and department chair.

John Mowrer, BS Ag '43,
PhD '74, of Kennett, Mo.,
May 24, 2014, at 93. He directed the College of Agriculture, Food and Natural
Resources' nontraditional
study program.

*Ralph Dobbs, BS Ag
'44, M Ed '51, of Colum-

ville, Ohio, announce the
birth of Madeline Belle
Aug. 8, 2014.

bia July 22, 2014, at 91. A
U.S. Marine Corps World
War II veteran, he was an
MU Extension agent and a
professor in the College of
Education.

*Lesley Eberts Backus,
BJ '05, and Jonathon

*Vern Williamsen, PhD
'68, of Tucson, Ariz.,

Backus of St. Louis announce the birth of Amalia
Nora July 14, 2014.

July 29, 2014, at 88. He
was a professor in the
Department of Romance
Languages.

Births
James D'Entremont, BA
'92, and Kristen Haisten
D'Entremont, BA, BA '94,
of St. Louis announce the
birth of Jacob Alexander
Nov. 5, 2013.

and Kelly Jo Karnes of Florissant, Mo., announce the
birth of Harper Jo Olive
Feb. 20, 2014.

William Joseph Carter of

Steven Nagel of Colum-

Kan., June 21, 2014, at 99.
She was a Kappa Alpha
Theta member.

bia Aug. 21, 2014, at 67.
A U.S. Air Force veteran
and NASA astronaut who
flew on four space shuttle
missions, he taught in
the mechanical and
aerospace engineering
department.

*Karl Nolph, of Columbia
June 16, 2014, at 77. A pioneer in the field of dialysis,
he was a longtime leader
in the School of Medicine's
Division of Nephrology.

Friend Deaths

Faculty Deaths
Harold Hendricks, BS '01,

sity and the University
of Arkansas-Monticello,
directed the Missouri Senate's division of research,
and served as associate
director for public service
at the Truman School of
Public Affairs.

**John Gross, BS Ag '42,
MS '62, of Pensacola, Fla.,

*David Valentine, PhD
'77, of Columbia May 22,

July 29, 2014, at 93. A U.S.
Army Air Corps World War
II veteran, he was a profes-

2014, at 72. A U.S. Marine
Corps veteran, he taught
at Saint Louis Univer-

Alexandra Carpenter
of Palmyra, Mo., Aug. 14,
2014, at 44. She was a
regional agronomist for
MU Extension.

Macon, Mo., Aug. 27, 2014,
at 56. He was a sports
photographer for Rock M
Nation.

Deaths
Jane Shelden Kelley, BS
Ed '36, of Prairie Village,

Virginia Mutz Foster, BS
Ed '39, of Maryville, Mo.,
May 8, 2014, at 97.

*Milton Hoffman, BS
BA '39, of St. Louis May
1, 2014, at 97. He was a
World War II veteran.

Ray Cellar, JD '40, of
Geneva, Neb., Dec. 20,
2013, at 96. A U.S. Army
World War II veteran, he
practiced law and later
served as judge in Fillmore
County and Nebraska's 7th
Judicial District.
*Martha Estes Baker,
BA '41, of Columbia July
6, 2014, at 93. A Delta
Gamma member, she was
secretary to the vice president at Stephens College
and co-owned BakerMcClintic, an air-conditioning and heating wholesale company.

*Nancy Hewlett Sand·
ers, BS Ed '41, M Ed '67, of
Springfield, Mo., Aug. 20,
2014, at 95.

Howard Berger, BJ '42, of
Hollywood, Fla., July 20,
2014, at 95.

*Walter Haskell, BS Ed
'42, of Phoenix June 15,
2014, at 93. A pharmacist's
assistant with the U.S.
Merchant Marines during
Wold War II, he was an
administrative law judge
with the Department of
Economic Security.

*Bert Gruber MacCarry,
BJ '42, of Sanibel, Fla.,
Aug.4,2014,at93.She
worked for various news-
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Watch a trailer for Mo Scarpelli's
documentary Frame by Frame.
mizzoumagazine.com/winter2015

The Homecoming Steering Committee
and the Mlzzou Alumni Association thank the
following businesses for their sponsorship
and commitment to Mizzou Homecoming.

Century link™

Fram e by Fram e
For five years, photography was forbidden in Af- t Mo Scarpelli tells the
ghanistan under the Taliban regime. After 9/11, story of four Afghan
the ban was lifted, and a new generation of photo- photographers in the
journalists emerged. In the documentary Frame by documentary Frame by
Frame, Mo Scarpelli and Alexandria Bambach film Frame, scheduled for
release in 2015.
four local photographers and the risks they take to
preserve photojournalism in Afghanistan.
Scarpelli, BJ 'og, of Big Rapids, Michigan, has always been drawn to
people who persevere through trying circumstances. "The stories I'm interested in inform and provoke people to learn about something or start questioning things in their world," she says.
After graduating from the School of Journalism's convergence emphasis
program, Scarpelli spent three years using documentary storytelling to report stories around the world for Charity Water, a nonprofit that funds safe
drinking water projects in developing countries. Scarpelli and Bambach
met while working on a film for the nonprofit. In 2012, Scarpelli started her
own company, Rake Films, where she produces films for nonprofits and
news clients. "I focus on stories about people, rather than issues or stats,"'
Scarpelli says. "The human behind the topic is more interesting to me, and
usually to an audience, too."
In fall 2012, Scarpelli and Bambach started shooting in Afghanistan, hoping to create a short film about the perspective of Afghan photojournalists.
As they got to know the photographers, the duo realized, "We only knew
the tip of the iceberg," Scarpelli says. "The dangerous media landscape and
these characters' stories were so complex. We had to shoot more." Through
crowdfunding, they raised more than $70,000 to film for more than a month
in Kabul. What started as a short piece became the filmmakers' first feature-length doc, which is scheduled for release in January 2015.
After completing Frame by Frame, Scarpelli says she'll focus on domestic
and international reporting. '·I still have the reporter's bug." - Kelsey Allen
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June 1, 2014, at 93. A Beta
Theta Pi member and a
U.S. Navy World War II
veteran , he was president
and later CEO of Unity
School of Christianity.

July 1, 2014, at 92 . A U.S.
Navy veteran, he worked
at Southwestern Bell Telephone Co.

ma member, she worked
for President-elect Jimmy
Carter's transition team in
Washington , D.C.

*Guy Harper, BA '48, BS
Med '50, of Carmel, Ind .,

*Lynden Anderson, BJ
'49, of Chesterfield , Mo.,

Aug. 3, 2014, at 94.

Betty Sanders Hogeboom, BA '43, of San

July 20, 2014 , at 89 .

(One -year figu res
recorded July 1, 2 014)

*Ruth Herzstein Pines,
BJ '42, of Dallas June

Marino, Calif., May 31,
2014, at 93.

Aug. 24, 2014, at 91. A
World War II veteran , he
was a family physician in
Charleston , Ill. , and later
worked at Community
Hospital and then Sarah
Bush Memorial Medical
Center in Mattoon , Ill.

*Harold Delaney, BS EE
'49, of St. Louis July 17,

1.1 111i11itHI

**John Mann, BS EE
'48, of Manhattan , Kan. ,
Aug. 12, 2014 , at 91. A U.S.
Army veteran , he was a
senior electrical engineer
for DuPont.

*Harry Dollahite, BJ '49,

papers and the Associated Press, and she was
a librarian for elementary
schools in New City, N.Y.

*Mary Breuer Nickel,
BS Ed '42, of Beverly, Mo.,

15, 2014, at 93 . A former
president of the Mizzou
Alumni Association Dallas
chapter, she was a newspaper reporter and vice
president of publicity of
the Dallas United Nations
Association.

**Colias Hulsey, MA '44,
of Dunwoody, Ga., Aug. 26,
2014, at 93. He founded
the Hulsey Seed Lab.

**Frances Taylor Payne,
BA, BJ '44, of Columbia

**Madeline Roberts
Short, BA '42, of Roch-

July 1, 2014, at 91 . A Kappa
Kappa Gamma member,
she was a real estate agent.

ester, N.Y., June 13, 2014,
at 92 . She was a Kappa
Kappa Gamma member.

*Edith Horn Alcorn, BS
HE '45, of Salisbury, N.C.,

*Herman Childress, BS
Ag '43, of Branson , Mo.,

July 23, 2014, at 90. She
was a health educator in
Rowan County.

July 12, 2014, at 94. He
was director of the Agriculture Stabilization and
Conservation Commission
for the western half of
Missouri.

*Floyd Hager, BS Ag '47.
M Ed '54, of Farmington,
Mo., July 14, 2014, at
96. He was the mayor of
Farmington .

*Anna Barrett Church,
BS Ed '43, of Kansas City,

Katherine Crigler Leutzinger, BS Ed '47, of Rye,

Mo., July 3, 2014, at 92.
She taught health and
physical education in the
Kansas City School District.

N.Y., Feb. 19, 2014, at 91 . She
was a teacher at Wrentham
(Mass.) Public Schools.

*Irma Evans Erickson,
BS HE '43, of Carthage,
Mo., Aug. 13, 2014, at 94 .

*Charles Fillmore, BJ
'43, of Unity Village, Mo.,

**Beverly Lowry
Poplinger, BS Ed '47, of
Leawood , Kan. , July 26,
2014, at 87.

**Kenneth Quevreaux,
BS BA '47, of Plano, Texas,

*Warren Miller, BS BA
'48, of Crestwood, Mo. ,
Aug. 1, 2014, at 88 .
Ernest Moore, BS BA
'48, of Fairview Heights,
Ill. , Aug. 22, 2014, at 97.
A Kappa Sigma member,
he was a U.S. Army World
War II veteran .

2014, at 90. A U.S. Army
World War II veteran , he
worked at Southwestern
Bell Telephone.

of Dallas July 8, 2014 , at
89. An Alpha Delta Sigma
member, he was a U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers
World War II veteran and
worked for newspapers
including The Dalla s Morning News.

*Dorothy Estep Feutz,
BA '49, of Columbia June
17, 2014, at 87.

E-lumni
The Mizzou
Alumni Association engages
graduates online.

total visits to
mizzou.com, the
association's website (up 14 percent
from July 1, 2013)

33.£,()73
unique visitors to
mizzou.com
(up 13 percent)

S.li 111illitHI
emails the
association sent
to constituents
(up 16 percent)

Sept. 3, 2014 , at 90.

*George Graham, BS Ag
'49, MS 'so, of Nevada,
Mo., June 24, 2014, at 89 .
A U.S. Army World War
II veteran, he was the re gional dairy specialist for
MU Extension.

*Florence Stewart Vories, BA '48, of St. Joseph,

**Amy Patterson King,
BS Ed '49, of Lexington,

Mo., June 4 , 2014 , at 88 . A
Delta Delta Delta member, she was a psychiatric
social worker.

Ky. , June 7, 2014, at 85 .
She taught math at Eastern Kentucky University.

1~,!J1G

Ann Wells White, BJ '48,

**George Morgan, BS
BA '49. of Middletown,

of Atlanta Jan. 11, 2014, at
86. A Kappa Kappa Garn-

Ohio, July 4, 2014, at 90. A
U.S. Army Air Corps World

Twitter followers
of@MizzouAlumni
(up 46 percent)

*Emily Taylor Viets, BS
Ed '48, of Sedalia, Mo. ,

211,sr;.£
fans/likes of the
association's
Facebook page (up
78 percent)

S!>S

9 ...1
,_._
IW"aJ6P
Mizzou Alumni
Linked In group
members (up
20 percent)

2,S~'r
lnstagram
followers of
@MizzouAlumni
(new as of
September 2013)
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War II veteran, he was
assistant treasurer and
director of financial administration at Armco Steel.

*Wade Rubick, JD ~9.
of Indianapolis Aug. 1,
2014, at 93. A U.S. Army
Reserves World War II veteran, he helped establish
churches around the world
as general counsel of the
Christian Church.

Marion Allen Black, BJ
'so, of Malden, Mo., July

*Donald Schwartz, BS
~9.

was sports editor at the
Plainview (Texas) Heraid, editor of the Hannibal (Mo.) Courier-Post,
president of Missouri Good
Roads Association and later
president of the Missouri
Savings and Loan League.

of Colorado Springs,
Colo., July 4 , 2014, at 86.
A U.S. Coast Guard World
War II veteran, he was
chancellor of the University of Colorado Colorado
Springs.

19, 2014, at 89. A U.S. Navy
World War II veteran, he
published newspapers
throughout Missouri and was
president of the Southeast
Missouri Press Association.

*Kenneth Stark, BJ ~9.

*Robert Carroll, BJ 'so,

Pete Deal, BS BA 'so,

of Brick, N.J., July 27,
2014, at 89. He was a U.S.
Army World War II veteran.

of Jefferson City, Mo., June
4 , 2014, at 85. A U.S. Army
Korean War veteran, he

of Beaverton, Ore., May
30, 2014, at 85. He worked
in sales in Colorado,

Texas and Oregon .

Robert Eldridge, BS BA
'so, of Hot Springs, Ark.,
May 22, 2014, at 87. A U.S.
Army Air Corps World War
II veteran, he was a plant
manager at ConAgra Foods.

*Frank Floyd, BS PA
'so, of Salt Lake City Feb.
22, 2014, at 86. He was a
Kappa Alpha member.

Thank you, alumni and friends,
for contributing to the planting of 175 trees
cornmemora ting Mizzou's
175th Anniversary.

If you'd like to remember someone special,
please consider a Tribute 11-ee.

Celebrate a Landmark
Anniversary
With Mizzou's New
Commemorative Book

The University of Missouri has helped shape history within the state and far beyond since
its founding 175 years ago. You can explore this fascinating journey in a new coffee-table
book written by historian and alumnus Brian Burnes, BJ '76.
The 220-page book, packed with hundreds of archival and contemporary photographs,
uses colorful narrative to chronicle the growth of the first public unive rsity west of the
Mississippi River - from its modest start in frontier Boone County to its current standing
as Missouri's major research, land-grant university.
9 x 11 inches with cloth hard cover and dust jacket
Priced at just $29.95 plus shipping

Order at MizzouBook175.com or call toll-free 866-834-7467.
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John Wells, BS Ag '50, of
Cedarville, Ohio, May 14,
2014, at 91.

John Flehmer, BS Ag
'51, of Colorado Springs,
Colo., Aug. 8, 2014, at 88.
A World War II veteran,
he worked in sales and
marketing.

'52, of Columbia, Md.,
Aug.29,2014,at93. She
was an architect.

**William Cornelius, BS
BA '53, of St. Louis Aug. 6,
2014, at 82. A U.S. Army
veteran, he was chair and
CEO of Union Electric Co.,
now Ameren Missouri.

Richard Koester, BS Ag

William Hickok, BA '54, of

'51, of St. Peters, Mo., Aug.
23, 2014, at 86.

*John Land, BA '51, of

Marina Del Rey, Calif., July
21, 2014, at 82. A Sigma
Chi member, he was a U.S.
Marine Corps veteran.

Houston July 28, 2014, at
88. He was a U.S. Marine
Corps World War II veteran.

*Robert Mccloud, BS CiE
'54, of Overland Park, Kan.,

Wayne Nickel, BA '51, of
Richardson, Texas, April 4,
2014, at 85.

*Ernest Smerdon, BS
AgE '51, MS '56, PhD '59, of
Tucson, Ariz., Aug. 11, 2014,
at 84. He was dean of engineering at the University of
Arizona and later directed
engineering education
programs at the National
Science Foundation.

Aug. 20, 2014, at 91. A U.S.
Army World War II veteran,
he worked at Phillips Petroleum and later was partner
at Black & Veatch.

*Carl Nurski, M Ed '54,
of St. Joseph, Mo., Aug.
22, 2014, at 93. A U.S.
Army World War II veteran, he was a teacher.

*Sue Lawson Hauck,
BA '55, of Shelbyville, Ill.,
June 12, 2014, at Bo.

*Don Alford, BS Ed '52,
BS CIE '56, of Melbourne,

Patrick Callahan, BS Ag
'52, of Independence, Mo.,
June 20, 2014, at 84. He
was a U.S. Army Korean
War veteran.

*John Steiner, MA '55,
of Novato, Calif., May 6,
2014, at 88. A survivor of
the Nazi camps during the
Holocaust, he received
two Fulbright scholarships
and taught at Sonoma
State University, founding
and directing its Holocaust
Studies Center.

**Helen Hoagland
Graham, BA '52, of St.

**Bernard Rice, BS BA
'56, JD '58, of Sikeston,

Louis Aug. 25, 2014, at 84.
A composer, she co-wrote
the Cardinals baseball
song "The High Flying
Redbirds."

Mo., May 11, 2014, at 84. A
U.S. Navy veteran, he was
a senior partner with Blanton, Rice, Nickell, Cozean
& Collins LLC.

*Leroy Moore, BS Ag
'52, M Ed '54, of Marshall,
Mo., Sept. 3, 2014, at 90.
A U.S. Army World War II
veteran, he served in the
U.S. Air Force Reserves
and later was principal
and taught English at Oak
Grove [Mo.) High School.

*Raymond Schwerdt,
BS Ag '56, M Ed '61, of

Fla., June 29, 2014, at 85. A
U.S. Navy Korean War veteran, he worked for AT&T.

St. Louis May 24, 2014,
at 90. A U.S. Army World
War II veteran, he was an
elementary school administrator in the Bayless
School District.

*Karl Stout, BS Ag '56,
Alice Knoeller Vos, BA
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of Denver June 30, 2014,

at 79. A U.S. Navy veteran,
he worked in marketing
and advertising and edited
multiple magazines.

*Dudley Childress, BS

EST.

llllll

EE '57, MS '58, of Wilmette, Ill., Aug. 6, 2014, at
79. He was the director of
the Prosthetics Research
Laboratory at Northwestern University.

**James Fitzgerald,
BS EE '57, MS '67, of Blue
Springs, Mo., Aug. 24,
2014, at 85.

*Jason Owen, EdD '57, of

Ruston, La., Aug. 11, 2014,
at 89. A U.S. Army World
War II veteran, he was
director at A.E. Phillips
Laboratory School and
later a professor of educa-

tion at Louisiana Tech.

*Grayson Peters, BS BA
'57, of Jefferson City, Mo.,
June 6, 2014, at 79. A Phi
Gamma Delta member and
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The Jon es Girls

t Jones Hall has been home to

nearly 20,000 Mizzou students
since it was constructed in
1957. In early 2015, the building
will be demolished.

A lot has changed since Jones Hall was constructed in 1957, most notably that males live
in the once female-only residence hall, and each room is outfitted with a window air-conditioning unit. What remained the same were the friendships residents developed with hall
mates. Jones will be demolished in early 2015 in the first phase of the Dobbs Replacement
Project, which also includes the demolition of the Pavilion at Dobbs dining facility and
the construction of two residence halls and a dining facility. But for the Jones girls, their
memories will last a lifetime. - Kelsey ALlen
Phyllis Moehle Blankenbaker, BS Ed '62, MA 'go
Portland, Oregon
Retired media director at
Rock Bridge High School

"We had room inspections
to be sure our beds were
made and rooms tidy. If
you passed, our housemother would put a sticker
on your desk that said you
were eligible for an 'MRS
degree.'"

* Marilyn Green Marcus,
BA '71 I Venice, Florida
Retired account executive

After the first time, everybody knew it was a prank,
but we'd still have to come
out in our pajamas with
rollers in our hair and
cream on our faces."

** Paula Gerber Donoho,
BS '77 I Columbia

Information specialist at
Ellis Library

"We painted 'FIGHT TIGER'
on the windows to root on
the football players. There
were only 10 windows,
or we could have written
'TIGERS.'"

at Maritz

"The fraternity guys would
call in bomb scares so all
the girls would have to
run outside in their robes.

Rebecca Jeans Reece,
BS Ed '78 I Overland
Park, Kansas
Teacher in the Shawnee
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Mission School District

"During finals, Deborah Warshawski [BJ '77]
moved a desk into the
elevator and studied all
night in there going up and
down with the residents.
She was the Joan Rivers of
Jones Hall."
Catherine Tyndall Boyd,
BJ 'Bo I Austin, Texas
Priest at Trinity Episcopal
Church , Marble Falls, Texas

"Our resident adviser was
going to get married when
the school year ended.
Over a period of weeks, we
'liberated' several pieces
from the Pavilion at Dobbs
dining hall so that we
could give her a 12-place

dinnerware set as a wedding gift."
Colleen Geraty Raley,
BA '83 I St. Louis
Partner at Edward Jones

"The biggest craze at the
time was General Hospital.
Because Jones was all
women, nobody went
to class from 2 to 3 p.m.
because everyone had to
figure out if Luke and Laura
would ever get married.''
Elizabeth Leuenberger
Orns, BSW 'gg, MSW 'oo
Columbia
Social worker at University
Hospital

"One of the community
advisers decided to put on

a sexual health program
for our residents called
Sex, Lies and Banana
Splits. It was the most
well-attended program
we did."
Jessica Jutte,
BHS, MPT '06 I Dallas
Physical therapist

"About once a week the
elevator would get stuck
between floors and girls
would be stranded for
hours. Even the girls who
lived on the ninth floor
would take the stairs
because it was never guaranteed you'd make it out
of the elevator."
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a U.S. Army Reserve veteran, he Worked for IBM .

Rebecca Grass Bell, M
Ed '58, of Springfield, Mo.,
Feb. 19, 2014, at 89. She
taught at Missouri State
University.

Arthur Guller, BS BA '58,
JD '59, of St. Louis June 4,
2014, at 78. He was founder
and president of Warner
Communications and coowner of BEB Management.

*Glenwood McNabb,
BS Ed '58, M Ed '60, of
Park Hills, Mo., June 30,
2014, at 81. He taught
at Berkeley High School
and later served as assistant principal at North
Technical High School and
principal at Arcadia Valley
High School.

Charlene Korando
Crenshaw, BS ChE '59,
of Rexford, N.Y., Aug. 29,
2014, at Bo. She was a mechanical engineer at Knolls
Atomic Power Laboratory
and later worked at MAO
in Niskayuna, N.Y.

*Robert Mow, BA '60, of
Dallas June 28, 2014, at
75. A U.S. Army veteran,
he practiced at multiple
law firms.

**Thomas E. Murphy, BS
BA '60, MS '61, of Springfield, Mo., May 20, 2014,
at 76. A Delta Upsilon
member and a U.S. Army
veteran, he was a business
consultant who taught
classes at Ozark Technical
College, Southwest Missouri State University (now
Missouri State University)
and Washington University
in St. Louis.

Tom Baldwin, BS Ed '61,
M Ed '67, of Florissant,
Mo., March 27, 2014, at 74.

Franklin Hough, BS Ag
'61, PhD '67, of Lamoni,
Iowa, May 19, 2014, at
74. He was a professor of
economics and president
at Graceland University.

cial Court Martial before
beginning a civilian career
in corporate and real estate
law and estate planning.

Air Force Vietnam War
veteran, he was a management engineer at SperryHercules-Alliant.

*Lawrence Spalding, BS
ME '63, of Monroe City,

**Donald Simms, BS BA
'65, of Columbia June 10,

Mo. , June 15, 2014, at
72. A U.S. Navy Vietnam
War veteran, he managed
the aluminum plant at
Diemakers Inc.

2014, at 72.

**Ronald Cowan, BS
BA '66, MBA '68, of Rolla,
Mo., Aug. 15, 2014, at 70.

*Sharon Fitzgerald
Robinson, BS Ed '64, of

James Everett Henry,
MS '66, of Apple Creek,

Chesterfield, Mo., July 9,
2014, at 71.

Ohio, Aug. 29, 2014, at 87.
A U.S. Army Signal Corps
veteran, he worked for
Ohio State University.

*Jerry Wade, BA '64, MS
'68, PhD '78, of Columbia July 26, 2014, at 73.
He was a state extension
specialist, a developer
and instructor with the
Community Development Academy, and an
instructor and director of
the Heartland Economic
Development Course.

Irma Bendel Mathes, PhD
'66, of St. Louis May 26,

2014, at 93.

*William Morse, BS BA
'66, of Leawood, Kan.,
Aug. 8,2014, at74. A
Sigma Phi Epsilon member,
he worked in database
design and analysis.

Donald Mocker, MS '67,
of Raymore, Mo., Aug. 24,
2014, at 78. He was dean of
the School of Education at
the University of MissouriKansas City, and later
interim provost and vice
chancellor at the University
of Wisconsin - Oshkosh.

**Clifford Lloyd, EdD
'68, of Rockledge, Fla.,
March 28, 2014, at 83.

CLASSIFIE DS
BED & BREAKFAST

*Hubert Kiehl, MA '61,

*Joseph Wessing, BS Ag
'64, of Pilot Grove, Mo.,

University Avenue
Bed and Breakfast

of Malta Bend , Mo., July
9, 2014, at 93. He was a
lifelong farmer.

June 26, 2014, at 92. He
was a U.S. Army World
War II veteran.

universityavenuebnb.com

*Edwin Denham, BS BA
'59, of Joplin, Mo., Aug.

Johannes Storslett, BS
CiE '61, of Seattle May 8,

Clifton Baile, PhD '65, of

20, 2014, at 82. A U.S.
Air Force veteran, he was
a partner at the public
accounting firm Myers,
Baker, Rife and Denham.

2014, at 78.

Milton Schroder, BS Ag
'59, of Stover, Mo., May

Ivan Aubuchon, BA '63, of
Lincolnshire, Ill., May 27.
2014, at 77. A U.S. Air Force
veteran, he was a psychologist with the Veterans
Health Administration.

Athens, Ga., May 19, 2014,
at 74. He was professor of
nutrition at the University
of Pennsylvania School of
Veterinary Medicine, director of research and development at Monsanto's
animal sciences division,
and most recently director
of the obesity initiative at
the University of Georgia.

20, 2014, at 77. A U.S.
Army veteran, he taught
vocational agriculture at
Savannah High School.

Gilbert Compton, BS BA
'63, of Marco Island, Fla.,
Jan 17, 2012, at 71.

**Cathryn Hansen
Buesseler, BJ '65, MA '69,

*Charles Ehlert, BJ '60,

Mary Keller Gard, BJ '63,

of St. Charles, Mo., May 31,
2014, at 76.

of Kansas City, Mo., May
31, 2014, at 72. She was a
reporter for the Associated Press in Chicago and
later worked in public
and media relations and
marketing.

of Lubbock, Texas, June
26,2014, at86.Shetaught
in the Department of Mass
Communications at Texas
Tech University.

Luther Jatho, BS Ag '60,
of St. Petersburg, Fla.,
Aug. 13, 2014, at 84. A U.S.
Army Korean War veteran,
he worked for the Pinellas
County Health Department.

Jane Hall Martin, BS Ed
'60, of Lady Lake, Fla. ,
May 18, 2014, at 76.

*

John Port, BS BA '65, JD
'70, of Newport, Ore., Aug.

**Roger M. Phillips, BA

15, 2014, at 74. He was a
lawyer in Missouri.

'63, of Overland Park, Kan.,
June 28, 2014, at 72. A U.S.
Army veteran, he was a
military judge for the Spe-

of Jacksonville, Fla., Aug.
14, 2014, at Bo. A U.S.
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ALUMNI NEWS
A U.S. Navy and U.S .
Army veteran, he was a
teacher, principal and
later associate in the New
York State education and
economic development
departments.

Teresa Del Fatti Jones,
BA '69, of Dayton , Ohio,
May 29, 2014, at 65 . She
was an attorney.
**Shirley Edwards
Bennett, BS HE '70, of
Lee's Summit, Mo., July 27,
2014, at 66.
Jerald Lee, BS Ed '70,
of Dayton, Ohio, June 3,
2014, at 66. He worked

for General Motors and
Delphi Automotive.

'70, MS '72, of Omaha,
Neb., July 12, 2014, at 67.

*Rosalie Delaney Little,
BS Ed '70, of Jefferson
City, Mo., May 24, 2014,
at 78. She directed the
prekindergarten program
at First United Methodist
Church and later the Jefferson City Daycare Center.

*Tom Eugene Adams,
BHS '71, of San Diego May
30, 2014, at 64.

**Christian Ricks, BA
'70, of Jefferson City, Mo.,
Aug. 18, 2014, at 65 . He
worked in several administrative positions at the
Missouri State Highway
Patrol.
*Dwight Smith, BS Ag

*Lawrence Fuller, BS Ed
'71, of Columbia Aug. 9,
2014, at 64. A Delta Upsilon member, he worked for
Shelter Insurance.
Deborah Miller, BS Ed '71,
of St . Louis June 12, 2014,
at 66 . She was a social
worker.
*Ellis Ogden, MS '71, of
Bryant, Ark., July 26, 2014,
at 75. A U.S. Army veteran,

he was executive director
of the Serious Offender
Program in Alexander, Ark.

*Carole Pearson, BS Ed
'72, M Ed '73, EdSp '91,
of Salisbury, Mo ., June
7, 2014, at 64 . She was a
band teacher and later an
administrator at Salisbury
R-IV School District .
Rita Boehnlen Altherr, BS
Ed '73, M Ed '75, of Gladstone, Mo., Aug. 16, 2014,
at 62 . She taught in the
Park Hill School District.
**Becky McCarty Fisk,

M

zzou

BS HE '73, of Glendale,
Mo. , April 23, 2014, at 62.
A Pi Beta Phi member, she
was an architectural and
interior designer, business
owner, and volunteer for
the Boy Scouts of America,
for which she received
multiple awards.
*Geraldine Perdziak,
M Ed '73, of West Palm
Beach , Fla., June 10, 2014,
at 64. She worked for
Nationwide Insurance .
Timothy Lucchesi, BS BA
'75, of St. Louis May 31 ,
2014 , at 60.
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*Charles Lloyd Ford, BA
'77, JD 'So, of Valley Park,
Mo., July 14, 2014, at 62.
A U.S. Navy JAG officer, he
was a municipal judge.

*Paula Knoderer Hrbacek, BA, BJ '77, of Pensacola, Fla., June 9, 2014,
at 59. She taught art at St.
John the Evangelist and St.
Michaels Catholic schools.

Linda Lincks Recklein,
MA '77, of St. Louis May

Lawrence Ferguson, BA
'90, JD '92, of Columbia
June 18, 2014, at 67. He
was an attorney.

Deann Kozinski Otten,
MA '92, of Morrison, Mo. ,
June 11, 2014, at 70.

Veronica Wilson-Aaron,
BS HES '92, of Kansas

Hospital in Joplin, Mo.

Milton Fujita, MHA '95,
of St. Louis June 1, 2014,
at 81. He was a child
psychiatrist and superintendent of St. Louis State
Hospital.
Gina Valentine, MSW '95,

City, Mo., May 23, 2014,
at 43. She worked in the
foster care division at Kaw
Valley Services.

of New Smyrna, Fla., April
4, 2014, at 58. She was
a licensed clinical social
worker in Daytona Beach,
Fla.

Robin Dunn Henry, BS
HES '93, MSW '05, of

Angela Rialfi Poundstone, BS HES '99, of Riv-

Blue Springs, Mo., June
20, 2014, at 43. A Pi Beta
Phi member, she worked
at Head Start, the Division of Family Services,
the Division of Youth
Services and St. John's

erside, Mo., April 23, 2014,
at 38. She was a clinical
dietician for Bioscrip.

30, 2014, at 64.

Patricia Hubecky, BS '81,
MS '85, of St. Louis June
13, 2014, at 54.

Patricia "Dale" Smith
Oberer, BGS '82, MA '84,
of Columbia Aug. 17, 2014,
at 77. She was admissions
adviser and director of
student affairs at the MU
School of Law.

Michael Duffeck, M Ed '83,
of Columbia May 24, 2014,
at 65. He worked for Shelter
Insurance and later managed insurance licensing for
the state of Missouri.

A

Spokane, Wash., Aug. 16,
2014, at 32.
Christi Kelly Kemper. BJ ·oo
Hugh Curran. BJ '91

Kemper Curran
Communications
www.kempercurran.com

Executive communications
Blog posts * Press releases
Copy e diting * Speeches

Wayne Bentlage, BS Ag
'85, of Greenwood, Mo.,
June 5, 2014, at 53.

Mark Orr, JD '86, of
Ozark, Mo., June 1, 2014,
at 54. A Kappa Alpha
member, he was a circuit
judge of Christian and
Taney counties in Missouri.
Denise Andrews Ridings,
BHS '89, of Lee's Summit,
Mo. , June 19, 2014, at 48.
She was a pediatric occupational therapist.

*

22 S. Fourth St.. Columbia
In Historic Fial Branch
Velma Johnson , M Ed '93

kempercurran@gmail.cam

Precise, targeted, effective written communications
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17, 2014, at 51.

Lebanon, Mo., May 13, 2014,
at 56. He practiced in the
Lake Regional Health system, specializing in pediatric
and adult otolaryngology.

pjpies.com

James Reiha, BS '07, of

Deborah Tharp Burks, BA
'84, of Allen , Texas, May

Terrance Wood, MD '84, of
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Listen to The Missourians carolers.

mizzoumagazine.com/winter2015
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Fl ow er of Be au ty
It would be easy to center a story on * Suzie

Parker Nichols, BS Ed '68, a singer who while
traveling in 1985 saw a choir dressed in Victorian-era clothes, returned to mid-Missouri, recruited other Mizzou alumni and founded her
own costumed a capella group - a group that
has since caroled every Christmas season to
raise $82,000 for music scholarships at MU.
And that would be a good story. Five of the
eight founding members of The Missourians,
including Nichols, were members of University Singers, Mizzou's top choral group. These
days, for a charitable donation of $250, Nichols
assembles an ensemble she has carefully chosen and painstakingly rehearsed to perform
from a memorized repertoire of 45 songs. The
close harmony they sing, unaccompanied, is demanding work, even for the professional musicians among them. All concert proceeds, except
what's necessary for costumes whose construction is beyond the group's sewing talents, have
funded travel and other needs for dozens of University Singers members over the decades.
"In the beginning, most of us were music
teachers. We didn't have a lot to give, and we
thought of singing in The Missourians as a way
to give back," Nichols says.
But give back to what, exactly? University
Singers? Yes and no. This is where the center
shifts from Nichols. For, more than anything,
the group's core and its motive force is their
teacher, the late Tom Mills, who directed University Singers from 1952 to 1977. Mills, who
died in 1995, had been a national leader in
American choral music, says David Rayl, who
directed University Singers from 1990 to 2002.
"One of the extraordinary things about him was
the way he could foster strong connections. It
was not just between him and his singers but
also among the students themselves," Rayl says.
He had his ways. For instance, everyone had
nicknames, says Nichols, aka Suziebell. * Paula
Gee, BS Ed '73, recalls how, in nervous moments before performances, Mills sometimes
sketched a face on the thumb and index finger
of his right hand. When he raised the hand to
conduct, that tiny comic countenance enter64 MIZZOUMAGAZINE.COM

tained and calmed the group.
Mills, by telling stories of his youthful rites of
passage in the rural Arkansas of the 1920s and
'30s, drew generations of students into the emotion of his own musical world. Back then, says
Mills' son, Tom Jr., BS Ed '71, M Ed '73, tent revivals were common across the South. "My father
and some of his music friends went to these meetings, which were mainly attended by black people, and that's where he heard spirituals for the
first time. He loved them." And Mills told stories
of the chain gangs that sometimes worked the
railroads in his town. "They would bring the prisoners out, and they'd start driving spikes. They'd
get a rhythm going with those hammers, and
before you knew it they were singing. My father
loved the harmonies and the message of those
songs. He talked about such things in class and
made people more aware of where these songs
came from," Tom Jr. says. From that living tradition, his father collected at least one of the spirituals, "Now Let Me Fly," and arranged it for his
choirs for whom it became a sort of theme song.
The other signature piece for Mills' choirs was
"Flower of Beauty," a lyrical and unabashed love
song that includes this stanza by Sydney Bell:

I know she walks in the
evening down by the rive1'Side,
And the grasses lean to kiss
her mbes who soon wiU be my b1'ide:
More dem· to me her little
head than earth or sky or sea!
She is my slender, smaU
love, myflow'r of beauty, she.
"Flower of Beauty" was special to Mills, who
was never one to hide his love for his wife. "There
was something about how Tom conducted that
song," Nichols says, "and I remember thinking,
'We're singing about Pansy Mills, and I hope
somebody feels that way about me some day.' ''
It seems that, in his teacherly way, Mills loved
his choirs and looked after them as though they
were his musical bride. "He was a big believer in
singing from the heart," Nichols says, "and I've
tried to carry that on." - Dale Smith
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